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Overview
At PhyStat 05, I presented the “Statistical Challenges of the LHC”
‣ focused mainly on searches for specific signatures like the 
Higgs boson
● with emphasis on systematics/nuisance parameters

‣ didn’t have time to discuss the problems we face in other 
scenarios where the “signal” is poorly defined

Since the last PhyStat there has been a lot of progress
‣ I will present some of the major developments

I will also try address the challenge posed by the other scenarios
‣ Supersymmetry &“Beyond the Standard Model” (BSM) searches

I will end with some comments and outlook on statistical aspects 
of our field
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Particle Physics in a Nutshell
& 

Introduction to Notation
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We have a theoretical formalism called Quantum Field 
Theory, which allows us to predict 
‣ the probability a particular interaction will occur 

● called “cross-section” or rate of events
● number of observed events    is Poisson distributed

‣ distributions of angles, energies, masses, etc. of 
particles produced
● generically called discriminating variables, 
● denoted

The “Standard Model” is specific theory that has 
survived all our tests so far.  It is our Null and is often 
called “background-only” hypothesis.
‣ expected rate typically denoted 
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The Standard Model of Particle Physics

f(m)

b

L(m|H0) = Pois(n|b)
n!

j

fb(mj)

di!cult to provide reliable theoretical estimates of minijet emission rates. Gluon emission

is governed by very di"erent scales in signal as compared to background processes, due to

their di"erent color structures. Thus a parton shower approach cannot be expected to give

reliable answers either unless both color coherence and the choice of scale are implemented

correctly, for which additional information is needed.
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FIG. 1. Feynman graphs for Zjj production via charged-current exchange. The WW -fusion

graph (e) simulates weak-boson scattering processes.

In this paper we describe why and how a di"erent process, Zjj production with subse-

quent Z ! !+!! decay, can be used to answer these questions experimentally at the LHC

in a region of phase space very similar to the one relevant for weak-boson scattering. The

dominant source of Zjj events is the O("2
s) QCD correction to Drell-Yan production. These

events involve color exchange between incident partons, similar to the QCD backgrounds

to weak-boson scattering events. In addition, there are electroweak sources of Zjj events,

namely processes of the type qq ! qqZ which proceed via color-singlet #, Z, or W exchange.

The W -exchange process includes the fusion of two virtual W ’s to a Z boson, as shown in

Fig. 1(e), and thus is very similar to Higgs-boson production via weak-boson fusion. By
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Many reasons to believe that the Standard Model is not complete and 
that we will see new particles produced at the LHC.
‣ new particles generically called “signal”
‣ many theoretical candidates for these new particles

Rate and distribution of new particles are also predicted
‣ rate denoted as   or    and distribution denoted as
‣ consider case when signal is additive to the background

Leads to a likelihood ratio like this:

5

New Physics Signals

4

like regions, but the test statistic remains unchanged.
In these number counting analyses, the likelihood of
observing n events is simply given by the Poisson
model.

There are extensions to this number-counting
technique. In particular, if one knows the dis-
tribution of the discriminating variable m for
the background-only (null) hypothesis, fb(m), and
the signal-plus-background (alternate) hypothesis,
fs+b(m) = [sfs(m) + bfb(m)]/(s + b), then there is
a more powerful test statistic than simply counting
events. This is intuitive, a well measured ‘golden
event’ is often more convincing than a few messy
ones. Following the Neyman-Pearson lemma, the
most powerful test statistic is

Q =
L(m|H1)

L(m|H0)
(1)

=
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!ni

j
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(2)
The test statistic in Eq. 2 was used by the LEP

Higgs Working Group (LHWG) in their final results
on the search for the Standard Model Higgs.14

At this point, there are two loose ends: how does
one determine the distribution of the discriminating
variables f(m), and how does one go from Eq. 2 to
the distribution of q for H0 and H1. These are the
topics of the next subsections.

2.3 Parametric and Non-Parametric Methods

In some cases, the distribution of a discriminat-
ing variable f(m) can be parametrized and this
parametrization can be justified either by physics ar-
guments or by goodness-of-fit. However, there are
many cases in which f(m) has a complicated shape
not easily parametrized. For instance, Fig. 2 shows
the distribution of a neural network output for signal
events. In that case kernel estimation techniques can
be used to estimate f(m) in a non-parametric way
from a sample of events {mi}.15 The technique that
was used by the LHWG14 was based on an adaptive
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Figure 2. The distribution of a neural network output for sig-
nal events. The histogram is shown together with f̂1(m).

kernel estimation given by:

f̂1(m) =
n

"

i

1

nh(mi)
K

#

m ! mi

h(mi)

$

, (3)

where

h(mi) =

#

4

3

$1/5 %

!

f̂0(mi)
n!1/5, (4)

! is the standard deviation of {xi}, K(x) is some ker-
nel function (usually the normal distribution), and
f̂0(x) is the fixed kernel estimate given by the same
equation but with a fixed h(mi)

h" =

#

4

3

$1/5

!n!1/5. (5)

The solid line in Fig. 2 shows that the method
(with modified-boundary kernels) works very well for
shapes with complicated structure at many scales.

2.4 Numerical Evaluation of Significance

Given, fs(m) and fb(m) the distribution of q(x) can
be constructed. For the background-only hypothe-
sis, fb(m) provides the probability of corresponding
values of q needed to define the single-event pdf "1.b

"1,b(q0) =

&

fb(m) #(q(m) ! q0)dm (6)

For multiple events, the distribution of the log-
likelihood ratio must be obtained from repeated con-
volutions of the single event distribution. This con-
volution can either be performed implicitly with ap-
proximate Monte Carlo techniques,16 or analytically
with a Fourier transform technique.17 In the Fourier

bThe integral is necessary because the map q(m) : m ! q may
be many-to-one.
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Production and Decay of the Standard Model Higgs
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- Gluon-Gluon Fusion dominant production process (! 10pb).
- Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) " 20% of gg at 120 GeV
- BR(H # bb̄) dominant at low mass, but need trigger
- Forward Tagging Jets of VBF help S/B

August 23, 2005

ALCWS, Snowmass, 2005

Higgs at the LHC & SLHC (page 2) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Lab
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Higgs, SUSY, and Beyond

6

Di!erent Theories, Di!erent Challenges

The theoretical model for the standard model
Higgs only has one free parameter:

- The mass of the Higgs boson mH

V (!) = µ2!†! + "(!†!)2

With mH specified, the theory predicts:
- production rates
- angular distributions
- branching ratios H ! ZZ,WW, ##, $$

Supersymmetry is more of a framework
than a theory per se
(we don’t know how the symmetry is broken)

MSSM is a parametrized theory of all soft-
SUSY breaking terms: has 105 parameters!

Other models like mSUGRA, mGMSB,
mAMSB have " 4 parameters

SUSY searches focused more on inclusive sig-
natures for discovery and mass measurements
for parameter determination

September 13, 2005

PhyStat2005, Oxford
Statistical Challenges of the LHC (page 7) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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The LHCThe LHC

- 26 km in circumference

- p-p @
!

s = 14 TeV

- Instantaneous Luminosity
" 1033 # 1034 cm!2s!1

- “pile-up” : 2-20 inelastic collisions
per bunch crossing

- 40 MHz bunch crossings
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University of Pennsylvania Seminar

Higgs Searches at the LHC:

Challenges, Prospects, and Developments (page 15)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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ATLAS & CMS Detectors

8

The ATLAS & CMS Detectors

ATLAS

- Length ! 40 m
- Radius ! 10 m
- Weight ! 7000 tons
- Electronic Channels ! 108

Both experiments have "2000 collaborators!

The ATLAS & CMS are a multipurpose detectors...
flexible enough for the surprises which may lie ahead!

September 13, 2005

PhyStat2005, Oxford
Statistical Challenges of the LHC (page 4) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

The advancements in theoretical predictions, detector technology, and computing 
set the bar high for equivalent advances in our statistical treatment of the data. 
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Reconstruction

9

Each event has information from nearly 108 electronic sensors!

Reconstruction algorithms try to identify the various particle 
types and measure their energy, direction, & charge

‣100 GeV electron 
measured to ~1%
‣fake rate from jet 10-5

‣Muon momentum 
resolution ~10% at 1TeV

‣Jet response (optimistic)

‣for 50% τ efficiency, jet 
rejection about 500

The ATLAS Detector

- Length ! 40 m
- Radius ! 10 m
- Weight ! 7000 tons
- # Readout Channels ! 108

Sub-detector Highlights

- Tracker: Si pixels + strips + Transition
Radiation Tracker (TRT), B=2T
!/pT ! 5 · 10!4pT " 0.01

- EM Calorimeter: Pb - liquid Ar
!/E ! 10%/

#
E

- Hadronic Calorimeter:
Fe-scint + Cu-liquid Ar (10")
!/E ! 50%/

#
E " 0.03

- Muon Detectors:
!/pT ! 10% at 1 TeV

- Non-compensating calorimeter:
e/h $ 1.3

The ATLAS detector is a multipurpose detector...
flexible enough for the surprises which may lie ahead!

September 26, 2006

University of Rochester Seminar

Higgs Searches at the LHC:

Challenges, Prospects, and Developments (page 12)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Experimental Effects

Prediction via Monte Carlo Simulation

The enormous detectors are still being constructed, but we have detailed
simulations of the detectors response.

L(x|H0) =
W

W

H
µ+

µ!

!

The advancements in theoretical predictions, detector simulation, tracking,
calorimetry, triggering, and computing set the bar high for equivalent
advances in our statistical treatment of the data.

September 13, 2005

PhyStat2005, Oxford
Statistical Challenges of the LHC (page 6) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

A Kinematic Fitting Approach for Higgs Decaying to Tau Leptons

Kyle Cranmer1

1Goldhaber Fellow, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA
(Dated: February 16, 2007)

We present a variation on the collinear approximation used in searches for Higgs to tau leptons.
Essentially, the approach consists of two constrained kinematic fits – one constrained to the Z
mass and one to the hypothesized Higgs mass – and uses the di!erence in the !2 of the fits for
discrimination. This approach has higher discriminating power between the Higgs signal and the
irreducible Z ! "" backgrounds because it explicitly includes the resolution of missing transverse
energy. By scanning the hypothesized Higgs mass used in the fit, this technique can also be used to
measure the Higgs mass.

Introduction
Visible mass, collinear approx.

W,Z
H

"

"
h#

l##

W,Z
H

"

"
l##

l##

Figure 1: default

I. THE COLLINEAR APPROXIMATION

neglecting the ! rest mass:

M!! =
!

2(Eh + E"h)(El + E"l)(1 ! cos "!! ) (1)

x!h =
hxly ! hylx

hxly + /pxly ! hylx ! /pylx
(2)

x! l =
hxly ! hylx

hxly ! /pxhy ! hylx + /pyhx
(3)

M!! =
Mll"
x! lx!h

(4)

A. Impact of Missing Transverse Energy Resolution

non-linearities & high-side tail
Jacobian factor
figure

L(m|H) =

Ultimately, what we observe is a convolution of:
‣ some underlying particle interaction, 
‣ the detector response, trigger, and reconstruction algorithms

Understanding these effects is difficult and introduces 
systematic uncertainties!
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Systematics, Systematics, Systematics
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Classification of Systematic Uncertainties
Taken from Pekka Sinervo’s PhyStat 2003 contribution

Type I - “The Good”
‣ can be constrained by other sideband/auxiliary/ancillary 
measurements and can be treated as statistical uncertainties
● scale with luminosity

Type II - “The Bad”
‣ arise from model assumptions in the measurement or from 
poorly understood features in data or analysis technique
● don’t necessarily scale with luminosity
● eg: “shape” systematics

Type III - “The Ugly”
‣ arise from uncertainties in underlying theoretical paradigm 
used to make inference using the data
● a somewhat philosophical issue

12
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A Prototype Problem
What is significance Z of an observation x =178 events in a 
signal like region, if my expected background b =100 with a 
10% uncertainty?
‣ if you use the ATLAS TDR formula Z5’=5.5
‣ if you use Cousins-Highland ZN=5.0

The question seems simple enough, but it is not actually 
well-posed
‣ what do I mean by 10% background uncertainty?

Typically, we consider an auxiliary measurement y used to 
estimate background (Type I systematic)
‣ eg: a sideband counting experiment where background 
in sideband is a factor    bigger than in signal region

13
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Figure 3. The signal-like region and sideband for H ! !! in
which " is correlated to b via the model parameter a.

the likelihood function that provides the connection
between the nuisance parameter(s) and the auxiliary
measurements.

The most common choices for the likelihood of
the auxiliary measurement are L(y|b) = Pois(y|!b)
and L(y|b) = G(y|!b, "y), where ! is a constant that
specifies the ratio of the number of events one expects
in the sideband region to the number expected in the
signal-like region.d

A constant ! is appropriate when one simply
counts the number of events y in an “o!-source” mea-
surement. In a more typical case, one uses the distri-
bution of some other variable, call it m, to estimate
the number of background events inside a range of
m (see Fig. 3). In special cases the ratio ! is inde-
pendent of the model parameters. However, in many
cases (e.g. f(m) ! e!am), the ratio ! depends on the
model parameters. Moreover, sometimes the side-
band is contaminated with signal events, thus the
background and signal estimates can be correlated.
These complications are not a problem as long as
they are incorporated into the likelihood.

The number of nuisance parameters and aux-
iliary measurements can grow quite large. For in-
stance, the standard practice at BaB̄ar is to form
very large likelihood functions that incorporate ev-
erything from the parameters of the unitarity tri-
angle to branching fractions and detector response.
These likelihoods are typically factorized into multi-

dNote that Linnemann19 used # = 1/" instead, but in this
paper # is reserved for the rate of Type I error.

ple pieces, which are studied independently at first
and later combined to assess correlations. The fac-
torization of the likelihood and the number of nui-
sance parameters included impact the di"culty of
implementing the various scenarios considered below.

3 Practical and Toy Examples

In this Section, a few practical and toy examples are
introduced. The toy examples are meant to provide
simple scenarios where results for di!erent methods
can be easily obtained in order to expedite their com-
parison. The practical examples are meant to ex-
clude methods that provide nice solutions to the toy
examples, but do not generalize to the realistic situ-
ation.

3.1 The Canonical Example

Consider a number-counting experiment that mea-
sures x events in the signal-like region and y events
in some sideband. For a given background rate b in
the signal-like region, say one can expect !b events
in the sideband. Additionally, let the rate of signal
events in the signal-like regions – the parameter of in-
terest – be denoted µ. The corresponding likelihood
function is

LP (x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · Pois(y|!b). (14)

This is the same case that was considered in
Refs. 20,22,23,24 for x, y = O(10) and # = 5%.
For LHC searches, we will be more interested in
x, y = O(100) and # = 2.85 · 10!7. Furthermore, the
auxiliary measurement will rarely be a pure number
counting sideband measurement, but instead the re-
sult of some fit. So let us also consider the likelihood
function

LG(x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · G(y|!b,
"

!b). (15)

As a concrete example in the remaining sections,
let us consider the case b = 100 and ! = 1. Opera-
tionally, one would measure y and then find the value
xcrit(y) necessary for discovery. In the language of
confidence intervals, xcrit(y) is the value of x nec-
essary for the 100(1 # #)% confidence interval in µ
to exclude µ0 = 0. In Sec. 4 we check the coverage
(Type I error or false-discovery rate) for both LP and
LG.

Linnemann reviewed thirteen methods and
eleven published examples of this scenario.19 Of the
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Figure 6. The profile likelihood ratio !2 ln! versus the signal
strength µ for y = 100, " = 1, and x = xcrit(y) = 185.

number of parameters of interest. In our example
k = 1, so a 5! confidence interval is defined by the
set of µ with !2 ln"(µ|x, y) < 25. Figure 6 shows
the graph of !2 ln"(µ|x, y) for y = 100 at the criti-
cal value of x for a 5! discovery.

At PhyStat2003, Nancy Reid presented var-
ious adjustments and improvements to the pro-
file likelihood which speed asymptotic convergence
properties.30 Cousins considers these methods in
more detail from a physicist perspective.20

Only recently was it generally appreciated that
the method of Minuit31 commonly used in HEP
corresponds to the profile likelihood intervals. The
coverage of these methods is not guaranteed, but has
been studied in simple cases.23,24 These likelihood-
based techniques are quite promising for searches at
the LHC, but their coverage properties must be as-
sessed in the more complicated context of the LHC
with weighted events and several channels. In par-
ticular, the distribution of q in Eq. 10 is often highly
non-Gaussian.

4.3 The Neyman Construction with Systematics

Linnemann’s preferred method, ZBi, is related to the
familiar result on the ratio of Poisson means.32 Un-
fortunately, the form of ZBi is tightly coupled to the
form of Eq. 14, and can not be directly applied to
the more complicated cases described above. How-
ever, the standard result on the ratio of Poisson

means32 and Cousins’ improvement33 are actually
special cases of the Neyman construction with nui-
sance parameters (with and without conditioning, re-
spectively).

Of course, the Neyman construction does gener-
alize to the more complicated cases discussed above.
Two particular types of constructions have been pre-
sented, both of which are related to the profile like-
lihood ratio discussed in Kendall’s chapter on likeli-
hood ratio tests & test e!ciency.34 This relationship
often leads to confusion with the profile likelihood in-
tervals discussed in Sec. 4.2.

The first method is a full Neyman construction
over both the parameters of interest and the nui-
sance parameters, using the profile likelihood ratio
as an ordering rule. Using this method, the nuisance
parameter is “projected out”, leaving only an inter-
val in the parameters of interest. I presented this
method at PhyStat2003 in the context of hypothesis
testing,f and similar work was presented by Punzi
at this conference.22,35 This method provides cov-
erage by construction, independent of the ordering
rule used.

The motivation for using the profile likelihood
ratio as a test statistic is twofold. First, it is inspired
by the Neyman-Pearson lemma in the same way as
the Feldman-Cousins ordering rule. Secondly, it is
independent of the nuisance parameters; providing
some hope of obtaining similar tests.g Both Punzi
and myself found a need to perform some “clipping”
to the acceptance regions to protect from irrelevant
values of the nuisance parameters spoiling the pro-
jection. For this technique to be broadly applica-
ble, some generalization of this clipping procedure is
needed and the scalability with the number of pa-
rameters must be addressed.h

The second method, presented by Feldman at
the Fermilab conference in 2000, involves a Ney-
man construction over the parameters of interest, but
the nuisance parameters are fixed to the conditional
maximum likelihood estimate: a method I will call
the profile construction. The profile construction is

f In simple hypothesis testing µ is not a continuous parameter,
but only takes on the values µ0 = 0 or µ1 = s.
gSimilar tests are those in which the critical regions of size #
are independent of the nuisance parameters. Similar tests do
not exist in general.
hA Monte Carlo sampling of the nuisance parameter space
could be used to curb the curse of dimensionality.22
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Example Sideband Measurement

Sideband measurement used 
to extrapolate / interpolate 
the background rate in 
signal-like region

For now ignore uncertainty in 
extrapolation.
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the likelihood function that provides the connection
between the nuisance parameter(s) and the auxiliary
measurements.

The most common choices for the likelihood of
the auxiliary measurement are L(y|b) = Pois(y|!b)
and L(y|b) = G(y|!b, "y), where ! is a constant that
specifies the ratio of the number of events one expects
in the sideband region to the number expected in the
signal-like region.d

A constant ! is appropriate when one simply
counts the number of events y in an “o!-source” mea-
surement. In a more typical case, one uses the distri-
bution of some other variable, call it m, to estimate
the number of background events inside a range of
m (see Fig. 3). In special cases the ratio ! is inde-
pendent of the model parameters. However, in many
cases (e.g. f(m) ! e!am), the ratio ! depends on the
model parameters. Moreover, sometimes the side-
band is contaminated with signal events, thus the
background and signal estimates can be correlated.
These complications are not a problem as long as
they are incorporated into the likelihood.

The number of nuisance parameters and aux-
iliary measurements can grow quite large. For in-
stance, the standard practice at BaB̄ar is to form
very large likelihood functions that incorporate ev-
erything from the parameters of the unitarity tri-
angle to branching fractions and detector response.
These likelihoods are typically factorized into multi-

dNote that Linnemann19 used # = 1/" instead, but in this
paper # is reserved for the rate of Type I error.

ple pieces, which are studied independently at first
and later combined to assess correlations. The fac-
torization of the likelihood and the number of nui-
sance parameters included impact the di"culty of
implementing the various scenarios considered below.

3 Practical and Toy Examples

In this Section, a few practical and toy examples are
introduced. The toy examples are meant to provide
simple scenarios where results for di!erent methods
can be easily obtained in order to expedite their com-
parison. The practical examples are meant to ex-
clude methods that provide nice solutions to the toy
examples, but do not generalize to the realistic situ-
ation.

3.1 The Canonical Example

Consider a number-counting experiment that mea-
sures x events in the signal-like region and y events
in some sideband. For a given background rate b in
the signal-like region, say one can expect !b events
in the sideband. Additionally, let the rate of signal
events in the signal-like regions – the parameter of in-
terest – be denoted µ. The corresponding likelihood
function is

LP (x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · Pois(y|!b). (14)

This is the same case that was considered in
Refs. 20,22,23,24 for x, y = O(10) and # = 5%.
For LHC searches, we will be more interested in
x, y = O(100) and # = 2.85 · 10!7. Furthermore, the
auxiliary measurement will rarely be a pure number
counting sideband measurement, but instead the re-
sult of some fit. So let us also consider the likelihood
function

LG(x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · G(y|!b,
"

!b). (15)

As a concrete example in the remaining sections,
let us consider the case b = 100 and ! = 1. Opera-
tionally, one would measure y and then find the value
xcrit(y) necessary for discovery. In the language of
confidence intervals, xcrit(y) is the value of x nec-
essary for the 100(1 # #)% confidence interval in µ
to exclude µ0 = 0. In Sec. 4 we check the coverage
(Type I error or false-discovery rate) for both LP and
LG.

Linnemann reviewed thirteen methods and
eleven published examples of this scenario.19 Of the

ATLAS detector and physics performance Volume II
Technical Design Report 25 May 1999

680 19   Higgs Bosons

For an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1, a Standard Model Higgs boson in the mass range be-
tween 105 GeV and 145 GeV can be observed with a significance of more than 5" by using the
H# $$ channel alone. Table 19-2 also contains the estimated significances of the H# $$ channel
for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb-1, corresponding to the first three years of LHC operation.
The significances at low luminosity have been evaluated by taking the resulting improvements
in mass resolution and background rejection into account. A signal in the $$ channel can only be
seen in this case with a significance of % 4" over a narrow mass range between 120 and 130 GeV.

The significances quoted in Table 19-2 are slightly higher than the ones given in the Technical
Proposal. The main reason for this is the removal of the so called pT-balance cut, which was ap-
plied in order to suppress bremsstrahlung background. Although without this cut the back-
ground increases, there is a net gain in the significance. Another reason is the slightly improved
mass resolution which is mainly due to a more sophisticated photon energy reconstruction, sep-
arating converted and non-converted photons. These gains are somewhat offset by the higher
reducible background.

As an example of signal reconstruction above background, Figure 19-4 shows the expected sig-
nal from a Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-1. The H# $$

signal is clearly visible above the smooth $$ background, which is dominated by the irreducible
continuum of real photon pairs.

19.2.2.2 Associated production: WH, ZH and ttH

The production of the Higgs boson in association with aW or a Z boson or with a tt pair can also
be used to search for a low-mass Higgs boson. The production cross-section for the associated
production is almost a factor 50 lower than for the direct production, leading to much smaller
signal rates. If the associated W/Z boson or one of the top quarks is required to decay leptoni-
cally, thereby leading to final states containing one isolated lepton and two isolated photons, the
signal-to-background ratio can nevertheless be substantially improved with respect to the direct
production. In addition, the vertex position can be unambiguously determined by the lepton
charged track, resulting in better mass resolution at high luminosity than for the case of direct
H# $$ production.

Figure 19-4 Expected H # $$ signal for mH = 120 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-1. The signal

is shown on top of the irreducible background (left) and after subtraction of this background (right).
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Comparison of Methods for Prototype Problem

In my contribution to PhyStat2005, 
I considered this problem and 
compared the coverage for several 
methods
‣ See Linnemann’s PhyStat03 paper

Major results:
‣ Cousins-Highland result (ZN) 

badly under-covers (only 4.2σ)!
● rate of Type I error is 110 times 

higher than stated!
● much less luminosity required

‣ Profile Likelihood Ratio (MINUIT/
MINOS) works great out to 5σ!
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an approximation of the full construction, that does
not necessarily cover. To the extent that the use of
the profile likelihood ratio as a test statistic provides
similar tests, the profile construction has good cover-
age properties. The main motivation for the profile
construction is that it scales well with the number of
nuisance parameters and that the “clipping” is built
in (only one value of the nuisance parameters is con-
sidered).

It appears that the chooz experiment actually
performed both the full construction (called “FC cor-
rect syst.”) and the profile construction (called “FC
profile”) in order to compare with the strong confi-
dence technique.36

Another perceived problem with the full con-
struction is that bad over-coverage can result from
the projection onto the parameters of interest. It
should be made very clear that the coverage proba-
bility is a function of both the parameters of interest
and the nuisance parameters. If the data are con-
sistent with the null hypothesis for any value of the
nuisance parameters, then one should probably not
reject it. This argument is stronger for nuisance pa-
rameters directly related to the background hypoth-
esis, and less strong for those that account for instru-
mentation e!ects. In fact, there is a family of meth-
ods that lie between the full construction and the
profile construction. Perhaps we should pursue a hy-
brid approach in which the construction is formed for
those parameters directly linked to the background
hypothesis, the additional nuisance parameters take
on their profile values, and the final interval is pro-
jected onto the parameters of interest.

5 Results with the Canonical Example

Consider the case btrue = 100, ! = 1 (i.e. 10% sys-
tematic uncertainty). For each of the methods we
find the critical boundary, xcrit(y), which is neces-
sary to reject the null hypothesis µ0 = 0 at 5" when
y is measured in the auxiliary measurement. Figure 7
shows the contours of LG, from Eq. 15, and the criti-
cal boundary for several methods. The far left curve
shows the simple s/

!
b curve neglecting systematics.

The far right curve shows a critical region with the
correct coverage. With the exception of the profile
likelihood, #P , all of the other methods lie between
these two curves (ie. all of them under-cover). The
rate of Type I error for these methods was evaluated

contours for btrue=100, critical regions for ! = 1
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Figure 7. A comparison of the various methods critical bound-
ary xcrit(y) (see text). The concentric ovals represent con-
tours of LG from Eq. 15.

for LG and LP and presented in Table 2.
The result of the full Neyman construction and

the profile construction are not presented. The full
Neyman construction covers by construction, and
it was previously demonstrated for a similar case
(b = 100, ! = 4) that the profile construction gives
similar results.22 Furthermore, if the #P were used
as an ordering rule in the full construction, the criti-
cal region for b = 100 would be identical to the curve
labeled “#P profile” (since #P actually covers).

It should be noted that if one knows the likeli-
hood is given by LG(x, y|µ, b), then one should use
the corresponding profile likelihood ratio, #G(x, y|µ),
for the hypothesis test. However, knowledge of the
correct likelihood is not always available (Sinervo’s
Class II systematic), so it is informative to check
the coverage of tests based on both #G(x, y|µ) and
#P (x, y|µ) by generating Monte Carlo according to
LG(x, y|µ, b) and LP (x, y|µ, b). In a similar way, this
decoupling of true likelihood and the assumed likeli-
hood (used to find the critical region) can break the
“guaranteed” coverage of the Neyman construction.

It is quite significant that the ZN method under-
covers, since it is so commonly used in HEP. The de-
gree to which the method under-covers depends on
the truncation of the Gaussian posterior P (b|y). Lin-
nemann’s table also shows significant under-coverage
(over estimate of the significance Z). In order to ob-

11

tain a critical region with the correct coverage, the
author modified the region xcrit(y) = xZN

crit(y) + C
and found C = 16 provided the correct coverage. A
discrepancy of 16 events is not trivial!

Table 2. Rate of Type I error interpreted as equivalent Z! for
various methods designed for a 5! test. Monte Carlo events
are generated via either LG or LP . The critical x for y = 100
is also listed for easy comparison.

Method LG (Z!) LP (Z!) xcrit(y = 100)
No Syst 3.0 3.1 150
Z5! 4.1 4.1 171
ZN (Sec. 4.1) 4.2 4.2 178
ad hoc 4.6 4.7 188
Z! = ZBi 4.9 5.0 185
profile "P 5.0 5.0 185
profile "G 4.7 4.7 !182

Notice that for large x, y the Bayesian-
frequentist hybrid ZN approaches Z5! , where the the
critical region is of the form xcrit(y) = y/! +n

!

y/! .
Because the boundary is very nearly linear around
y0, one can find the value of n that gives the proper
coverage with a little geometry. In particular, the
number n needed to get a Z" test gives

xcrit(y) = y/! + Z
!

1 + 1/!m2
!

y/! (23)

where

m =

"

1 +
Z

2
!

y/!

#!1

(24)

The m2 factor can be seen as a correction to the Z5!

and ZN results. Notice that the correction is larger
for higher significance tests. As an ad hoc method, I
experimented with the ZN method replacing ! with
!m2 in the posterior P (b|y). The coverage of this ad
hoc method is better than ZN , but not exact because
x, y are not su!ciently large.

6 Conclusions

I have presented the statistical challenges of searches
at the LHC and the current state of the statistical
methods commonly used in HEP. I have attempted
to accurately portray the complexity of the searches,
explain their key ingredients, and provide a practical
example for future studies. Three classes of methods,
which are able to incorporate all the ingredients, have
been identified: hybrid Bayesian-frequentist meth-
ods, methods based on the Likelihood Principle, and

frequentist methods based on the Neyman construc-
tion.

The Bayesian-frequentist hybrid method, ZN ,
shows significant under-coverage in the toy example
considered when pushed to the 5" regime. While
Bayesian might not care about coverage, significant
under-coverage is undesirable in HEP. Further study
is needed to determine if a more careful choice of
prior distributions can remedy this situation – es-
pecially in more complex situations. The improved
coverage of Z! may give some guidance.

The methods based on the likelihood principle
have gained a great deal of attention from HEP in
recent years. While the methods appear to do well in
the toy example, it requires further study to deter-
mine their properties in the more realistic situation
with weighted events.

Slowly, the HEP community is coming to grips
with how to incorporate nuisance parameters into the
Neyman construction. Several ideas for reducing the
over-coverage induced by projecting out the nuisance
parameters and reducing the computational burden
have been presented. A hybrid approach between the
full construction and the profile construction should
be investigated in more detail.

Finally, it seems that the HEP community is
approaching a point where we appreciate the fun-
damental statistical issues, the limitations of some
methods, and the benefits of others. Clearly, the
philosophical debate has not ended, but there seems
to be more emphasis on practical solutions to our
very challenging problems.
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More on the problem with ZN

The significant under-coverage of 
ZN is important because:
‣ that is what was used for LEP Higgs
‣ that has been the standard of the 

Higgs group 
‣ that was used in the CMS TDR

The result has been cross-checked 
and generalized by Bob Cousins 
and his student Jordan Tucker
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Preliminary

Recent work by Bob Cousins & 
Jordan Tucker, [physics/0702156]

Incre
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Under-C
overage

relative background uncertainty

Corollary: we don’t want to be in a situation where ATLAS 
(CMS) uses one technique and CMS (ATLAS) uses another, 
which takes significantly less data to claim a discovery.
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Type II Systematics

Type II systematics generally due to 
uncertainty in shape of background
‣ this uncertainty is limiting factor 
in                    analysis

‣ also relevant for 

A huge amount of effort goes into 
identifying other measurements 
that can be used to estimate or 
constrain the background
‣ control samples are an important 
tool for experimentalists
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(Type I error or false-discovery rate) for both LP and
LG.

Linnemann reviewed thirteen methods and
eleven published examples of this scenario.19 Of the
published examples, only three (the one from his ref-
erence 18 and the two from 19) are near the range of
x,y, and ! relevant for LHC searches. Linnemann’s
review asks an equivalent question posed in this pa-
per, but in a di!erent way: what is the significance
(Z in Eq. 12) of a given observation x, y.

3.2 The LHC Standard Model Higgs Search

The search for the standard model Higgs boson is
by no means the only interesting search to be per-
formed at the LHC, but it is one of the most studied
and o!ers a particularly challenging set of channels
to combine with a single method. Figure 1 shows
the expected significance versus the Higgs mass, mH ,
for several channels individually and in combination
for the Atlas experiment.25 Two mass points are
considered in more detail in Tab. 1, including re-
sults from Refs.1,25,26. Some of these channels will
most likely use a discriminating variable distribu-
tion, f(m), to improve the sensitivity as described
in Sec. 2.3. I have indicated the channels that I sus-
pect will use this technique. Rough estimates on the
uncertainty in the background rate have also been
tabulated, without regard to the classification pro-
posed by Sinervo.

The background uncertainties for the tt̄H chan-
nel have been studied in some detail and separated
into various sources.26 Figure 4 shows the mbb mass
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Figure 5. Two plausible shapes for the continuum !! mass
spectrum at the LHC.

spectrum for this channel.e Clearly, the shape of
the background-only distribution is quite similar to
the shape of the signal-plus-background distribution.
Furthermore, theoretical uncertainties and b-tagging
uncertainties a!ect the shape of the background-only
spectrum. In this case the incorporation of system-
atic error on the background rate most likely pre-
cludes the expected significance of this channel from
ever reaching 5".

Similarly, the H ! ## channel has uncertainty
in the shape of the m!! spectrum from background
processes. One contribution to this uncertainty
comes from the electromagnetic energy scale of the
calorimeter (an experimental nuisance parameter),
while another contribution comes from the theoreti-
cal uncertainty in the continuum ## production. Fig-
ure 5 shows two plausible shapes for the m!! spec-
trum from “Born” and “Box” predictions.

4 Review of Methods

Based on the practical example of the standard
model Higgs search at the LHC and the discussion
in Sec. 2, the list of admissible methods is quite
short. Of the thirteen methods reviewed by Linne-
mann, only five are considered as reasonable or rec-
ommended. These can be divided into three classes:
hybrid Bayesian-frequentist methods, methods based
on the Likelihood Principle, and frequentist methods
based on the Neyman construction.

eIt is not clear if this result is in agreement with the equivalent
CMS result.27
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and o!ers a particularly challenging set of channels
to combine with a single method. Figure 1 shows
the expected significance versus the Higgs mass, mH ,
for several channels individually and in combination
for the Atlas experiment.25 Two mass points are
considered in more detail in Tab. 1, including re-
sults from Refs.1,25,26. Some of these channels will
most likely use a discriminating variable distribu-
tion, f(m), to improve the sensitivity as described
in Sec. 2.3. I have indicated the channels that I sus-
pect will use this technique. Rough estimates on the
uncertainty in the background rate have also been
tabulated, without regard to the classification pro-
posed by Sinervo.
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the background-only distribution is quite similar to
the shape of the signal-plus-background distribution.
Furthermore, theoretical uncertainties and b-tagging
uncertainties a!ect the shape of the background-only
spectrum. In this case the incorporation of system-
atic error on the background rate most likely pre-
cludes the expected significance of this channel from
ever reaching 5".

Similarly, the H ! ## channel has uncertainty
in the shape of the m!! spectrum from background
processes. One contribution to this uncertainty
comes from the electromagnetic energy scale of the
calorimeter (an experimental nuisance parameter),
while another contribution comes from the theoreti-
cal uncertainty in the continuum ## production. Fig-
ure 5 shows two plausible shapes for the m!! spec-
trum from “Born” and “Box” predictions.

4 Review of Methods

Based on the practical example of the standard
model Higgs search at the LHC and the discussion
in Sec. 2, the list of admissible methods is quite
short. Of the thirteen methods reviewed by Linne-
mann, only five are considered as reasonable or rec-
ommended. These can be divided into three classes:
hybrid Bayesian-frequentist methods, methods based
on the Likelihood Principle, and frequentist methods
based on the Neyman construction.

eIt is not clear if this result is in agreement with the equivalent
CMS result.27
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Type III Systematics
Type III Systematics are related to variations in inference from 
uncertainty in the  overall theoretical framework
‣ Bayesian approach: assign priors over the “framework space”
‣ Sinervo suggests Frequentist can’t incorporate them because 
one cannot find an ensemble associated to the theories, but
● theoretical framework should be thought of as an additional 

nuisance parameter (possibly discrete) - can be incorporated!
● only need an ensemble of some observable if one wants to 

constrain the space of the theories, not to incorporate them
● if theoretical framework influences our experimental result, 

then we don’t really know what we are doing!

18

Taken from Cousins’ Phystat05 talk:
• A.W.F. Edwards (in Kalbfleisch 1970): “Let me say at once that I can see 

no reason why it should always be possible to eliminate nuisance 
parameters.  Indeed, one of the many objections to Bayesian inference is 
that is always permits this elimination.''
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An Example of Type III Systematics

Two theoretical tools used 
to exclude regions of CPX 
Higgs scenario using the 
same measurement & 
statistical techniques
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Do we want to weight these plots 
with a Bayesian prior, 

- or -
Do we want to only exclude in the 
region where they both exclude?
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A Few Points on Multivariate Techniques

20
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Single Top Measurement
PhyStat-LHC

June 27th, 2007

28

Results From CDF
! CDF experiment also searched in 955 pb-1 of data

! Three separate analyses find conflicting results

! Qualitatively different statistical treatments in each case
! Neural Network: CLs-type confidence levels with profile LH

"p-Values defined for for H0 [H1] : (1-CLb)  [ 1-CLs+b ]

"ie, fraction of pseudoexperiments with Q less than QO

! MultiVariable LH analysis: CLs incorporating profile LH
"Same as NN, but add CLs statistic
"CLs = CLs+b / CLb

! Matrix Element: Bayesian with profile LH and non-profiled 
CLs
"Bayesian for measuring cross section
"CLs statistics for quoting p-Values

! In all profiling applications, LH function defined in slightly 
different manner

Neural Network

MultiVariable LH

Matrix Element

W
ade Fisher (this m

orning)

Text
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Use of Multivariate Methods

22

Multivariate methods are now ubiquitous in high-energy 
physics, the nagging problem is that:
‣ most multivariate techniques are borrowed from other 
fields, and they optimize some heuristic that physicists 
aren’t interested in (like a score, or ad hoc training error)

‣ the difference can be quite large when systematic 
uncertainties are taken into account

A few recent developments
‣ Evolutionary techniques
‣ Matrix Element techniques
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FIG. 7: Average mass measurement uncertainty on testing data for

the heuristic selector, binary classifiers with t optimized for classifi-
cation accuracy (Binary-C), or mass uncertainty (Binary-M), multi-

class classifiers (Multi-class), NEAT with multi-class classifiers as

inputs (NEAT classes), and NEAT with the original features as in-

puts (NEAT features).

supervised approach. Using NEAT to directly search for ef-

fective selectors performs even better, yielding 29% smaller

mass uncertainty than the supervised approach. Obtaining

comparable precision using supervised selectors would re-

quire 66% more collisions, costing tens of millions of dollars

and hundreds of person-years.

Surprisingly, the multi-class supervised learning approach

performs only as well as the binary approach, which suggests

that knowing the type of a particular background is not helpful

in distinguishing it from signal. However, multi-class classifi-

cation performs better than binary classification when serving

as a starting point for optimization. This result makes sense

since its six outputs form a richer description of each collision

than the binary approach, which leaves only a single thresh-

old to optimize. However, the performance of NEAT given the

original features instead of classifier outputs suggests that su-

pervised methods are unnecessary in this task. Even without

their aid, NEAT is able to quickly discover collision selectors

that yield highly precise mass measurements.

This novel approach to collision selection directly aids the

progress of high energy physics, since the NEAT selectors

described in this paper are currently in use at FermiLab for

selecting collisions from real data collected with the Teva-

tron collider. Hence, stochastically optimized collision se-

lectors contribute substantially to our knowledge of the top

quark’s mass and our understanding of the larger questions

upon which it sheds light.

VI. FUTUREWORK

In addition to those tested in this paper, many other ma-

chine learning techniques that could aid top quark collision

selection. Optimization methods like hill climbing, simulated

annealing, or other evolutionary methods could be used in-

stead of NEAT. In addition, recently developed methods for

structured prediction [19] may improve the performance of

supervised methods by allowing them to minimize arbitrary

cost functions like mass measurement uncertainty.

Furthermore, top quark mass measurement is only one of

many potential applications of machine learning techniques to

high energy physics. For example, current theories of particle

physics require the existence of a not-yet-observed particle,

the Higgs boson, which gives mass to other particles through

its interactions. Observation of the Higgs is one of the primary

goals of the Tevatron and its successor, the Large Hadron Col-

lider near Geneva, Switzerland [9]. Extracting the subtle sig-

nals of the Higgs boson’s decay will require effective collision

selectors. Hence, we hope to apply stochastic optimization or

other machine learning techniques to aid this search.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new approach to training collision se-

lectors for high energy physics. Rather than relying on su-

pervised methods to train classifiers that separate signal from

background, this approach uses stochastic optimization meth-

ods to directly search for selectors that minimize the statisti-

cal uncertainty in the resulting mass measurements. Empirical

results on multiple independent trials confirm that, while su-

pervised approaches outperform heuristic selectors, stochasti-

cally optimized selectors substantially outperform them both.
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Applications of Genetic Programming
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April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 17)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

R.S. Bowman and I brought a technique called Genetic 
Programming to HEP.  It’s a program that actually writes 
programs to search for the Higgs! [physics/0402030] 
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The Neyman-Pearson Lemma

The region W that minimizes the probability of wrongly accepting
the H0 is just a contour of the Likelihood Ratio:

L(x|H0)

L(x|H1)
> k!

This is the goal!

The problem is we don’t have access to L(x|H0) & L(x|H1)

April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 7)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

The Neyman-Pearson Lemma
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Prediction via Monte Carlo Simulation

The enormous detectors are still being constructed, but we have detailed
simulations of the detectors response.

L(x|H0) =
W

W

H
µ+

µ!

!

The advancements in theoretical predictions, detector simulation, tracking,
calorimetry, triggering, and computing set the bar high for equivalent
advances in our statistical treatment of the data.

September 13, 2005

PhyStat2005, Oxford
Statistical Challenges of the LHC (page 6) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Calculation

For each event, calculate differential cross-section:

Matrix
 Element

Transfer 
Functions

Phase-space 
Integral

Only partial information available
Fix measured quantities
Integrate over unmeasured parton quantities

Instead of using generic machine learning algorithms, some 
members of the TeVatron experiments are starting to 
attack this convolution numerically
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Data
20 example events…

November 8, 2006 Daniel Whiteson/Penn

Measurement!

Mt = 164.5 ± 3.9 stat ± 3.9syst GeV/c2

L = 350 pb-1 

Phys. Rev. Lett             96, 152002 (2006)
Phys. Rev. D                 Accepted (2006)
Thesis, A. Kovalev     Penn (2005)

L= 1000 pb-1 

Thesis, B. Jayatilaka  Michigan, 2006
Phys. Rev. Lett,            In preparation
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About 2 years ago, I realized that phenomenologists doing 
sensitivity studies can use the Neyman-Pearson lemma directly
‣ directly integrate likelihood ratio
‣ model detector effects with transfer functions

● numerically much easier than experimental situation 
because one generates hypothetical data

‣ just as one computes a cross-section for a new signal, one 
can compute a maximum significance (at leading order)

2

combination of the statistical formalism with a parton–
level event generator. Note that we do not attempt to
identify some powerful discriminating observables, nor do
we attempt to compute an observed significance based on
experimental data [11]. Instead, we formulate and an-
swer the mathematically well defined question: what is
the maximum significance of a new physics signal, e.g. a
Higgs decaying to muons?

Likelihood Ratio and Discovery Potential

We first limit ourselves to a signal process and its ir-
reducible backgrounds, i.e. signal and background pro-
cesses with identical degrees of freedom in the final state,
distinguished by (kinematic) distributions. To compute
the expected signal and background rates we integrate
the matrix elements squared over the phase space, with
or without cuts, using a Monte Carlo integration. This
method probes the phase space with random numbers.
Ideally, the dimension of the random number vector !r is
given by the number of degrees of freedom in the final–
state momenta after all kinematic constraints. The ran-
dom number vector forms a (minimal) basis for all final-
state configurations. We can schematically write

"tot =

!

cuts

dPS MPS d"PS =

!

cuts

d!r M(!r) d"(!r) (1)

where the phase space boundaries are included in the in-
tegral, and the di!erential cross section d"(!r) includes all
phase space factors and the Jacobian for transforming the
integration to the random–number basis. The measure-
ment function M can include additional cuts, but we can
also use it to extract the event weights as a function of an
observable. Because the random numbers parameterize
the entire phase space, all possibly available information
about the process is included in the array of event weights
(M d")(!r).

A cut analysis defines a signal–rich region bounded by
upper and lower limits on observables and then counts
events in that region. Ultimately, the variable that dis-
criminates between signal and background — the test
statistic — is simply the number of events observed in
this region. We can predict the expected number of
background events b and signal events s, which enables
us to optimize the experimental sensitivity by adjusting
the cut values. More sophisticated techniques use mul-
tivariate algorithms, such as neural networks, to define
more complicated signal–like regions, but the test statis-
tic usually remains unchanged. In all of these counting
analyses, the likelihood of observing n events assuming
the background-only hypothesis is simply given by the
Poisson distribution Pois(n|b) = e!b bn/n!.

There are extensions to this number counting, assum-
ing we know the distribution of a discriminating observ-
able x (which may be multi-dimensional). We assume

that for the background–only hypothesis H0 this distri-
bution is fb(x), while for the signal–plus–background hy-
pothesis H1 it is fs+b(x) = [sfs(x) + bfb(x)] /(s + b) as-
suming no interference. Following the Neyman-Pearson
lemma, the most powerful test statistic is the likelihood
ratio for the entire experiment’s data. The total likeli-
hood for the full–experiment observable x = {xj} can be
factorized into the Poisson likelihood to observe n events,
and the product of the individual event’s likelihood f(xj):

Q(x) =
L(x|H1)

L(x|H0)
=

Pois(n|s + b)
"n

j fs+b(xj)

Pois(n|b)
"n

j fb(xj)

q(x) ! lnQ(x) = "s +
n

#

j=1

ln

$

1 +
sfs(xj)

bfb(xj)

%

(2)

We compute the normalized probability distributions
f(x) from the parton–level matrix elements. This way
construct a log–likelihood ratio map of all possible final–
state phase space configurations using the probability
distributions d"(!r)/"tot for the signal and background
hypotheses:

q(!r) = ""tot,s L + ln

$

1 +
d"s(!r)

d"b(!r)

%

(3)

L is the integrated luminosity. To construct the single–
event probability distribution #1,b(q) we combine the
background event weight with the log–likelihood ratio
map q(!r) from Eq.(3), which in general is not invertable:

#1,b(q0) =

!

d!r
d"b(!r)

"tot,b
$ (q(!r) " q0) (4)

For multiple events, the distribution of the log–likelihood
ratio #n,b can be computed by repeated convolutions of
the single event distribution. This convolution we can ei-
ther perform implicitly with approximate Monte Carlo
techniques [12], or analytically using a Fourier trans-
form [13].

The expected log–likelihood ratio distribution for a
background including Poisson fluctuations in the number
of events takes the form #b(q) =

&

n Pois(n|b) # #n,b(q).
To compute this #b(q) from the single–event likelihood
#1,b(q) given by Eq.(4) we first Fourier transform all #
functions into complex–valued functions of the Fourier
conjugate of likelihood ratio, e.g. #1,b(q). The n–event
likelihood ratio is now given by #n,b = (#1,b)n equivalent
to a convolution in q-space. The sum over n in the for-
mula for #b(q) has a simple form in the Fourier domain:
#b = exp[b (#1,b"1)]. For the signal–plus–background hy-
pothesis we expect s events from the #1,s distribution and
b events from the #1,b distribution. Similar to the above
formula we have #s+b = exp[b(#1,b"1)+s(#1,s"1)]. This
form we can transform back and obtain the log-likelihood
ratio distributions #b(q) and #s+b(q).
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Experimental:
x ~ observable

Theoretical:
   ~ phase space!r
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Multivariate Analysis &. Event Weighting (Cranmer & Plehn)

In addition to multivariate techniques , the most powerful search considers:
Likelihood of experiment = ! likelihood of each event

With basic cuts, only need to consider signal and irreducible backgrounds

W

W

H
µ+

µ!

Z

µ+

µ!

Phase Space:
2 for incoming quarks

+(3 ! 4) for outgoing fermions
"4 for 4-momentum conservation
10 phase space dimensions

All other observables are a function of these. There is no
more information available.

Re-write Higgs, EW Z, & QCD Z MC generators to run on
same grid, sample same phase-space points

Changed Higgs width to 2.4 GeV to simulate mass res.

August 23, 2005

ALCWS, Snowmass, 2005

Higgs at the LHC & SLHC (page 18) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Lab

Incorporate experimental resolutions via nested 
integration, similar to “matrix element method” 
used for top mass measurement at TeVatron.

Cranmer, Plehn.  EPJ & hep-ph/0605268
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Calibrating Our Statistical Apparatus

Inspired by TMVA’s tools for 
comparing performance of 
different algorithms, plan to 
provide tools to compare 
coverage for different limit 
setting and discovery procedures
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an approximation of the full construction, that does
not necessarily cover. To the extent that the use of
the profile likelihood ratio as a test statistic provides
similar tests, the profile construction has good cover-
age properties. The main motivation for the profile
construction is that it scales well with the number of
nuisance parameters and that the “clipping” is built
in (only one value of the nuisance parameters is con-
sidered).

It appears that the chooz experiment actually
performed both the full construction (called “FC cor-
rect syst.”) and the profile construction (called “FC
profile”) in order to compare with the strong confi-
dence technique.36

Another perceived problem with the full con-
struction is that bad over-coverage can result from
the projection onto the parameters of interest. It
should be made very clear that the coverage proba-
bility is a function of both the parameters of interest
and the nuisance parameters. If the data are con-
sistent with the null hypothesis for any value of the
nuisance parameters, then one should probably not
reject it. This argument is stronger for nuisance pa-
rameters directly related to the background hypoth-
esis, and less strong for those that account for instru-
mentation e!ects. In fact, there is a family of meth-
ods that lie between the full construction and the
profile construction. Perhaps we should pursue a hy-
brid approach in which the construction is formed for
those parameters directly linked to the background
hypothesis, the additional nuisance parameters take
on their profile values, and the final interval is pro-
jected onto the parameters of interest.

5 Results with the Canonical Example

Consider the case btrue = 100, ! = 1 (i.e. 10% sys-
tematic uncertainty). For each of the methods we
find the critical boundary, xcrit(y), which is neces-
sary to reject the null hypothesis µ0 = 0 at 5" when
y is measured in the auxiliary measurement. Figure 7
shows the contours of LG, from Eq. 15, and the criti-
cal boundary for several methods. The far left curve
shows the simple s/

!
b curve neglecting systematics.

The far right curve shows a critical region with the
correct coverage. With the exception of the profile
likelihood, #P , all of the other methods lie between
these two curves (ie. all of them under-cover). The
rate of Type I error for these methods was evaluated

contours for btrue=100, critical regions for ! = 1
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y

Figure 7. A comparison of the various methods critical bound-
ary xcrit(y) (see text). The concentric ovals represent con-
tours of LG from Eq. 15.

for LG and LP and presented in Table 2.
The result of the full Neyman construction and

the profile construction are not presented. The full
Neyman construction covers by construction, and
it was previously demonstrated for a similar case
(b = 100, ! = 4) that the profile construction gives
similar results.22 Furthermore, if the #P were used
as an ordering rule in the full construction, the criti-
cal region for b = 100 would be identical to the curve
labeled “#P profile” (since #P actually covers).

It should be noted that if one knows the likeli-
hood is given by LG(x, y|µ, b), then one should use
the corresponding profile likelihood ratio, #G(x, y|µ),
for the hypothesis test. However, knowledge of the
correct likelihood is not always available (Sinervo’s
Class II systematic), so it is informative to check
the coverage of tests based on both #G(x, y|µ) and
#P (x, y|µ) by generating Monte Carlo according to
LG(x, y|µ, b) and LP (x, y|µ, b). In a similar way, this
decoupling of true likelihood and the assumed likeli-
hood (used to find the critical region) can break the
“guaranteed” coverage of the Neyman construction.

It is quite significant that the ZN method under-
covers, since it is so commonly used in HEP. The de-
gree to which the method under-covers depends on
the truncation of the Gaussian posterior P (b|y). Lin-
nemann’s table also shows significant under-coverage
(over estimate of the significance Z). In order to ob-
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tain a critical region with the correct coverage, the
author modified the region xcrit(y) = xZN

crit(y) + C
and found C = 16 provided the correct coverage. A
discrepancy of 16 events is not trivial!

Table 2. Rate of Type I error interpreted as equivalent Z! for
various methods designed for a 5! test. Monte Carlo events
are generated via either LG or LP . The critical x for y = 100
is also listed for easy comparison.

Method LG (Z!) LP (Z!) xcrit(y = 100)
No Syst 3.0 3.1 150
Z5! 4.1 4.1 171
ZN (Sec. 4.1) 4.2 4.2 178
ad hoc 4.6 4.7 188
Z! = ZBi 4.9 5.0 185
profile "P 5.0 5.0 185
profile "G 4.7 4.7 !182

Notice that for large x, y the Bayesian-
frequentist hybrid ZN approaches Z5! , where the the
critical region is of the form xcrit(y) = y/! +n

!

y/! .
Because the boundary is very nearly linear around
y0, one can find the value of n that gives the proper
coverage with a little geometry. In particular, the
number n needed to get a Z" test gives

xcrit(y) = y/! + Z
!

1 + 1/!m2
!

y/! (23)

where

m =

"

1 +
Z

2
!

y/!

#!1

(24)

The m2 factor can be seen as a correction to the Z5!

and ZN results. Notice that the correction is larger
for higher significance tests. As an ad hoc method, I
experimented with the ZN method replacing ! with
!m2 in the posterior P (b|y). The coverage of this ad
hoc method is better than ZN , but not exact because
x, y are not su!ciently large.

6 Conclusions

I have presented the statistical challenges of searches
at the LHC and the current state of the statistical
methods commonly used in HEP. I have attempted
to accurately portray the complexity of the searches,
explain their key ingredients, and provide a practical
example for future studies. Three classes of methods,
which are able to incorporate all the ingredients, have
been identified: hybrid Bayesian-frequentist meth-
ods, methods based on the Likelihood Principle, and

frequentist methods based on the Neyman construc-
tion.

The Bayesian-frequentist hybrid method, ZN ,
shows significant under-coverage in the toy example
considered when pushed to the 5" regime. While
Bayesian might not care about coverage, significant
under-coverage is undesirable in HEP. Further study
is needed to determine if a more careful choice of
prior distributions can remedy this situation – es-
pecially in more complex situations. The improved
coverage of Z! may give some guidance.

The methods based on the likelihood principle
have gained a great deal of attention from HEP in
recent years. While the methods appear to do well in
the toy example, it requires further study to deter-
mine their properties in the more realistic situation
with weighted events.

Slowly, the HEP community is coming to grips
with how to incorporate nuisance parameters into the
Neyman construction. Several ideas for reducing the
over-coverage induced by projecting out the nuisance
parameters and reducing the computational burden
have been presented. A hybrid approach between the
full construction and the profile construction should
be investigated in more detail.

Finally, it seems that the HEP community is
approaching a point where we appreciate the fun-
damental statistical issues, the limitations of some
methods, and the benefits of others. Clearly, the
philosophical debate has not ended, but there seems
to be more emphasis on practical solutions to our
very challenging problems.
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Essentially all methods start with the 
basic probability density function or 
likelihood function 
‣ agreeing on one method impossible
‣ building a good model is the hard part!
‣ want to re-use it for multiple methods

Neyman Construction

Many Methods, Many Similarities
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RooFit: A data modeling toolkit

31
Wouter Verkerke, UCSB 

Building realistic models

– Composition (‘plug & play’)

– Convolution

g(x;m,s)m(y;a0,a1)

=

! =

g(x,y;a0,a1,s)
Possible in any PDF

No explicit support in PDF code needed

Wouter Verkerke, UCSB 

Building realistic models

• Complex PDFs be can be trivially composed using operator classes

– Addition

– Multiplication

+ =

* =

Wouter Verkerke, UCSB 

Parameters of composite PDF objects

RooAddPdf

sum

RooGaussian

gauss1
RooGaussian

gauss2
RooArgusBG

argus
RooRealVar

g1frac
RooRealVar

g2frac

RooRealVar

x
RooRealVar

sigma
RooRealVar

mean1

RooRealVar

mean2
RooRealVar

argpar
RooRealVar

cutoff

RooArgSet *paramList = sum.getParameters(data) ;

paramList->Print("v") ;

RooArgSet::parameters:

1) RooRealVar::argpar : -1.00000 C

2) RooRealVar::cutoff :  9.0000 C

3) RooRealVar::g1frac :  0.50000 C

4) RooRealVar::g2frac :  0.10000 C

5) RooRealVar::mean1  :  2.0000 C

6) RooRealVar::mean2  :  3.0000 C

7) RooRealVar::sigma  :  1.0000 C

The parameters of sum
are the combined 
parameters
of its components

A major tool at BaBar.  Fit complicated models with >100 parameters!
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A 1-Channel Example
Three representations of the 1-channel example
‣ RooFit code for model is small and simple
‣ Easy to include correlated systematics
‣ Very fast to evaluate
‣ Good coverage properties
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Figure 3. The signal-like region and sideband for H ! !! in
which " is correlated to b via the model parameter a.

the likelihood function that provides the connection
between the nuisance parameter(s) and the auxiliary
measurements.

The most common choices for the likelihood of
the auxiliary measurement are L(y|b) = Pois(y|!b)
and L(y|b) = G(y|!b, "y), where ! is a constant that
specifies the ratio of the number of events one expects
in the sideband region to the number expected in the
signal-like region.d

A constant ! is appropriate when one simply
counts the number of events y in an “o!-source” mea-
surement. In a more typical case, one uses the distri-
bution of some other variable, call it m, to estimate
the number of background events inside a range of
m (see Fig. 3). In special cases the ratio ! is inde-
pendent of the model parameters. However, in many
cases (e.g. f(m) ! e!am), the ratio ! depends on the
model parameters. Moreover, sometimes the side-
band is contaminated with signal events, thus the
background and signal estimates can be correlated.
These complications are not a problem as long as
they are incorporated into the likelihood.

The number of nuisance parameters and aux-
iliary measurements can grow quite large. For in-
stance, the standard practice at BaB̄ar is to form
very large likelihood functions that incorporate ev-
erything from the parameters of the unitarity tri-
angle to branching fractions and detector response.
These likelihoods are typically factorized into multi-

dNote that Linnemann19 used # = 1/" instead, but in this
paper # is reserved for the rate of Type I error.

ple pieces, which are studied independently at first
and later combined to assess correlations. The fac-
torization of the likelihood and the number of nui-
sance parameters included impact the di"culty of
implementing the various scenarios considered below.

3 Practical and Toy Examples

In this Section, a few practical and toy examples are
introduced. The toy examples are meant to provide
simple scenarios where results for di!erent methods
can be easily obtained in order to expedite their com-
parison. The practical examples are meant to ex-
clude methods that provide nice solutions to the toy
examples, but do not generalize to the realistic situ-
ation.

3.1 The Canonical Example

Consider a number-counting experiment that mea-
sures x events in the signal-like region and y events
in some sideband. For a given background rate b in
the signal-like region, say one can expect !b events
in the sideband. Additionally, let the rate of signal
events in the signal-like regions – the parameter of in-
terest – be denoted µ. The corresponding likelihood
function is

LP (x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · Pois(y|!b). (14)

This is the same case that was considered in
Refs. 20,22,23,24 for x, y = O(10) and # = 5%.
For LHC searches, we will be more interested in
x, y = O(100) and # = 2.85 · 10!7. Furthermore, the
auxiliary measurement will rarely be a pure number
counting sideband measurement, but instead the re-
sult of some fit. So let us also consider the likelihood
function

LG(x, y|µ, b) = Pois(x|µ + b) · G(y|!b,
"

!b). (15)

As a concrete example in the remaining sections,
let us consider the case b = 100 and ! = 1. Opera-
tionally, one would measure y and then find the value
xcrit(y) necessary for discovery. In the language of
confidence intervals, xcrit(y) is the value of x nec-
essary for the 100(1 # #)% confidence interval in µ
to exclude µ0 = 0. In Sec. 4 we check the coverage
(Type I error or false-discovery rate) for both LP and
LG.

Linnemann reviewed thirteen methods and
eleven published examples of this scenario.19 Of the
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A 2-Channel Example
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Beyond Number Counting
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K. Cranmer, Jan Conrad  in preparation

s b a Coverage Power[%]

25 100 1 -1 5.1 1.4

50 100 1 -1 5.0 12

50 100 1 -3 4.8 99

Nominal coverage = 5σ

MINUIT/MINOS coverage:   

… so far in all cases coverage > 4.8 (75 % > 5 σ  )
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Figure 6. The profile likelihood ratio !2 ln! versus the signal
strength µ for y = 100, " = 1, and x = xcrit(y) = 185.

number of parameters of interest. In our example
k = 1, so a 5! confidence interval is defined by the
set of µ with !2 ln"(µ|x, y) < 25. Figure 6 shows
the graph of !2 ln"(µ|x, y) for y = 100 at the criti-
cal value of x for a 5! discovery.

At PhyStat2003, Nancy Reid presented var-
ious adjustments and improvements to the pro-
file likelihood which speed asymptotic convergence
properties.30 Cousins considers these methods in
more detail from a physicist perspective.20

Only recently was it generally appreciated that
the method of Minuit31 commonly used in HEP
corresponds to the profile likelihood intervals. The
coverage of these methods is not guaranteed, but has
been studied in simple cases.23,24 These likelihood-
based techniques are quite promising for searches at
the LHC, but their coverage properties must be as-
sessed in the more complicated context of the LHC
with weighted events and several channels. In par-
ticular, the distribution of q in Eq. 10 is often highly
non-Gaussian.

4.3 The Neyman Construction with Systematics

Linnemann’s preferred method, ZBi, is related to the
familiar result on the ratio of Poisson means.32 Un-
fortunately, the form of ZBi is tightly coupled to the
form of Eq. 14, and can not be directly applied to
the more complicated cases described above. How-
ever, the standard result on the ratio of Poisson

means32 and Cousins’ improvement33 are actually
special cases of the Neyman construction with nui-
sance parameters (with and without conditioning, re-
spectively).

Of course, the Neyman construction does gener-
alize to the more complicated cases discussed above.
Two particular types of constructions have been pre-
sented, both of which are related to the profile like-
lihood ratio discussed in Kendall’s chapter on likeli-
hood ratio tests & test e!ciency.34 This relationship
often leads to confusion with the profile likelihood in-
tervals discussed in Sec. 4.2.

The first method is a full Neyman construction
over both the parameters of interest and the nui-
sance parameters, using the profile likelihood ratio
as an ordering rule. Using this method, the nuisance
parameter is “projected out”, leaving only an inter-
val in the parameters of interest. I presented this
method at PhyStat2003 in the context of hypothesis
testing,f and similar work was presented by Punzi
at this conference.22,35 This method provides cov-
erage by construction, independent of the ordering
rule used.

The motivation for using the profile likelihood
ratio as a test statistic is twofold. First, it is inspired
by the Neyman-Pearson lemma in the same way as
the Feldman-Cousins ordering rule. Secondly, it is
independent of the nuisance parameters; providing
some hope of obtaining similar tests.g Both Punzi
and myself found a need to perform some “clipping”
to the acceptance regions to protect from irrelevant
values of the nuisance parameters spoiling the pro-
jection. For this technique to be broadly applica-
ble, some generalization of this clipping procedure is
needed and the scalability with the number of pa-
rameters must be addressed.h

The second method, presented by Feldman at
the Fermilab conference in 2000, involves a Ney-
man construction over the parameters of interest, but
the nuisance parameters are fixed to the conditional
maximum likelihood estimate: a method I will call
the profile construction. The profile construction is

f In simple hypothesis testing µ is not a continuous parameter,
but only takes on the values µ0 = 0 or µ1 = s.
gSimilar tests are those in which the critical regions of size #
are independent of the nuisance parameters. Similar tests do
not exist in general.
hA Monte Carlo sampling of the nuisance parameter space
could be used to curb the curse of dimensionality.22

It is easy to extend the simple number counting to include a 
discriminating variable.  Coverage studies look promising!
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The Profile Likelihood Combination
Recently I put together code to combine N-channels 
with simple number counting and systematic errors:
‣ Start with this likelihood function

‣Calculate this Likelihood ratio

● Where        are M.L.E.
● and    is a conditional M.L.E. at 

‣finally, use asymptotic relationship

35

L(x,y|µ, s,b) =
!

i

Pois(xi|µsi + bi) Pois(yi|!bi)

! =
L(x,y|µ = 0, s, ˆ̂b)

L(x,y|µ̂, s, b̂)
µ̂, b̂

ˆ̂b

!2 log ! " "2

µ = 0
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Simple Interpretation
One can think of this technique as a fit to the overall signal 
strength (0=no signal; 1=Standard Model) and each of the 
backgrounds (nuisance parameters)
‣ Then we draw the 5σ contour around the best fit values, 
just like MINOS does

‣ If 5σ contour includes s=0, no discovery
‣ Significance defined as value of Z, where Zσ contour 
touches s=0
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Previous Combinations
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Statistical Methods to Assess the
Combined Sensitivity of the ATLAS
Detector to the Higgs Boson in the

Standard Model

Kyle Cranmer, Bruce Mellado, William Quayle, Sau Lan Wu

University of Wisconsin - Madison
Department of Physics

Abstract

We discuss statistical methods used to assess the combined sensitivity to the
Standard Model Higgs boson using the ATLAS detector. The combination is per-
formed using the likelihood ratio as a test statistic. Combined results are calculated
using the results of a recent scientific note. Di!culties in calculating the signifi-
cance using likelihood ratio techniques in the high event rate and high significance
environment of the LHC are discussed, and software packages which implement so-
lutions to these problems are presented. We also provide a brief discussion about
di"erent ways to incorporate systematic error and introduce the statistical notion
of power to the ATLAS Higgs search.
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Results for 5 fb-1

38

MH (GeV) Smearing (σ) Profile (σ)
110 2.11 1.83
120 3.45 2.43
130 4.76 3.83
140 6.78 5.21
150 8.78 7.45
160 10.43 9.92
170 10.19 9.65
180 8.57 8.02
190 5.77 5.57

Using exactly the same input for the two columns

If the Profile is well calibrated, the Smearing is “optimistic”
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Results for 5 fb-1
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Search Strategies for New Physics

40
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The Landscape

41
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The Landscape

41

!"#$%#&'%()*#+,'-./00#1223

!"#$%&'()*((+,-(./01%21(.)11%3%$%#%'1 4 56)7(89 -"6:0:7:

From H. Murayama
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Simple vs. Complex Models

42

TeV-scale SUSY gives qualitatively right cold dark matter. Detailed
calculation! need enhanced annihilation. Use mSUGRA as guide
(qualitative picture — no mass scale):
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Coannihilation: Light !̃1 in
equilibrium with "̃01, so
annihilate via "̃01!̃1" #!.

Bulk: bino "̃01; light !̃R
enhances annihilation.

Funnel: H,A poles enhance
annihilation for tan$ # 1.

Focus point: Small µ2, so
Higgsino "̃01 annihilate.
Heavy s-fermions, so small
FCNC.
AATTLLAASS

-4- SUSY OverviewSimple model, 
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The Challenge of BSM Searches
There are huge number of models to consider (or to ignore)
‣ some of those models have several parameters and 
describe very diverse phenomenology

This leads to a generic tradeoff between:
‣ powerful searches for more specific signatures, and
‣ less powerful, but more robust searches for generic 
signatures

If one does not have a clear idea of what the signal is, it is 
difficult to optimize an analysis
‣ formally the Neyman-Pearson lemma isn’t so helpful

● statistics jargon: no Universally Most Powerful test
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Signature-Based Searches
Perhaps the most common way to search for new physics 
without a specific theory in mind is to look for a “signature” 
that for new physics that is generic in a large class of models
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Model-Independent Searches
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Model Independent: Bump Hunters

The H1 General Search and Sleuth are both “bump hunters”
with statistically meaningful results
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H1 General Search - M

Look in data for region with
biggest discrepancy from data.

Repeat many toy experiments
based on Standard Model predic-
tions to estimate chance of a dis-
crepancy of that size.

See
- D/O (hep-ex/0006011)
- H1 (hep-ex/0408044)

April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 38)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Model-Independent Searches
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Model Independent: Bump Hunters

The H1 General Search and Sleuth are both “bump hunters”
with statistically meaningful results
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Look in data for region with
biggest discrepancy from data.

Repeat many toy experiments
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tions to estimate chance of a dis-
crepancy of that size.

See
- D/O (hep-ex/0006011)
- H1 (hep-ex/0408044)

April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 38)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National LaboratoryStephen Mrenna Preparing for Discovery
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Thousands of eager experimentalists
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Automated Analysis Procedures
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Quaero

Bruce Knuteson has developed an
automated analysis procedure called
Quaero.

Vista is a related tool for comparing
data to Standard Model predictions

D /O results published in Phys. Rev.
Lett. 87, 231801 (2001)

Given signal and background Monte
Carlo, Quaero constructs a set of cuts
tailored to the signal.

I applied this technique to Aleph’s
LEP2 data in order to assess the
method for the LHC environment

April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 41)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Algorithms like Quaero allow us to scan a huge parameters space!

Has been used on several experiments.
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Correcting for The Trials Factor

48

6

Significance in HEP searches
5 sigma ?

e.g. from Frodesen,Skjeggestad,Tofte (1978)

!"#$%&''&()*+$*,-.#/0$122'3$4&$4"#$3#1/$56768

94&41'$*,-.#/$&%$#:#*40$-#10,/#;8$<=5>?@$

9 1:#/1+#$*,-.#/$&%$-100$A&-.)*14)&*$2#/$#:#*48$5B$

9 *,-.#/$&%$A&-.)*14)&*$)*$#1A"$")04&+/1-- C>>>$

9 *,-.#/$&%$.)*0$2#/$")04&+/1-- 8$D>$

!")0$+):#0$1*$#04)-14#;$*,-.#/$&%$.)*$2#/$3#1/

#E,1'$4&$<=5>?@=5B=D>FC>>>$G$D=5>?B$.)*0F2#/$3#1/H

I)*A#$4"#$2/&.H$&%$1$2&0)4):#$%',A4,14)&*$&%$-)*,- D$0)+-1$)0$CH<=5>?9B$)*$

1*3$&%$4"#0#$.)*0$(#$-,04$#J2#A4$1$4&41'$&%$122/&JH$5C$&AA,/1*A)#0

2#/$3#1/$&%$#%%#A40$&%$14$'#104$%&/$D$0)+-1$)*$-1+*)4,;#H$

!")0$#J1-2'#$)'',04/14#0$("3$)4$"10$.#A&-#$A,04,-1/3 4&$/#E,)/#

B$&/$-&/#$041*;1/;$;#:)14)&*0$KH

5 sigma definition has to do with a guess of total number of tes5 sigma definition has to do with a guess of total number of tests made in HEP ts made in HEP 

(not realistic anymore if algorithms can do the testing)(not realistic anymore if algorithms can do the testing)

Attempt to correct for trails factor by adjusting Nσ discovery 
threshold, referred to as a Bonferroni-type correction
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False Discovery Rate
Introduced by  Benjamini & Hochberg 

(1995)

Consider the possible outcomes:

Define False Discovery Rate as
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Controlling the False Discovery Rate

in Astrophysical Data Analysis

Christopher J. Miller
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ABSTRACT

The False Discovery Rate (FDR) is a new statistical procedure to control
the number of mistakes made when performing multiple hypothesis tests,

i.e. when comparing many data against a given model hypothesis. The key
advantage of FDR is that it allows one to a priori control the average fraction

of false rejections made (when comparing to the null hypothesis) over the total
number of rejections performed. We compare FDR to the standard procedure of

rejecting all tests that do not match the null hypothesis above some arbitrarily
chosen confidence limit, e.g. 2!, or at the 95% confidence level. We find a

– 7 –

propensity for making false discoveries but as a result tend to miss many real detections.
These two methods represent the opposite extremes. Naive and 3σ multiple testing are the
typical methods of choice in astrophysical data analysis, but although the latter is more

stringent, both suffer the same fate when the number of tests is large. With the vast data
sets being acquired today, this is a common and potentially severe problem. Methods that

control the False Discovery Rate, described in the next section, are intermediate between
these extremes. These methods adapt to the size of the data to give control of false

discoveries comparable to the fixed threshold methods while maintaining good power.

3. The FDR Method

The solution that we put forward in this paper is the False Discovery Rate (FDR)

method due to Benjamini & Hochberg (1995). FDR improves on existing methods for
multiple testing: it has higher power than Bonferroni, it controls errors better than the

naive method, and it is more adaptive than the 3σ method. Moreover, the FDR method
controls a measure of error that is more scientifically relevant than other multiple testing

procedures. Specifically, naive testing controls the fraction of errors among those tests for
which the null hypothesis is true whereas FDR controls the fraction of errors among those
tests for which the null hypothesis is rejected. Since we do not know a priori the number

of true null hypotheses but we do know the number of rejections, the latter is easier to
understand and evaluate.

Suppose we perform N hypothesis tests. We can classify these tests into four categories
as follows, according to whether the null hypothesis is rejected and whether the null

hypothesis is true:

Reject Null Maintain Null

Null True N
reject

null true
N

maintain

null true
N

null true

Null False N
reject

null false
N

maintain

null false
N

null false

N reject Nmaintain N

Table 1. Summary of outcomes in multiple testing.

The columns in Table 1 are the results of our testing procedure (in which we either maintain

– 8 –

or reject a test). The rows in Table 1 are the true numbers of source (null false) and

background (null true) pixels. For example, N
reject

null true
is the number of false discoveries,

N
reject

null false
is the number of correct discoveries, N

maintain

null true
is the number of correctly maintained

hypotheses, and N
maintain

null false
is the number of falsely maintained hypotheses. We thus define

the false discovery rate FDR to be

FDR =

N
reject

null true

N reject
=

N
reject

null true

N
reject

null true
+ N

reject

null false

,

where FDR is taken to be 0 if there are no rejections. This is the fraction of rejected
hypotheses that are false discoveries. In contrast to Bonferroni, which seeks to control the

chance of even a single false discovery among all the tests performed, the FDR method
controls the proportion of errors among those tests whose null hypotheses were rejected.

Thus, FDR attains higher power by controlling the most relevant errors.

We first select an 0 ! ! ! 1. The FDR procedure described below guarantees3 that

"FDR# ! !. (1)

In contrast, the naive and 3" multiple testing procedures guarantee that

"PFD# = !,

where PFD (“Proportion of False Discoveries”) equals N
reject

null true
/N and where, for instance,

! = 0.05 for a 2" cuto! and ! = 0.01 for a 3" cuto!. Similarly, the Bonferroni method

guarantees that
"AFD# ! !

where AFD (“Any False Discoveries?”) equals 1 if N
reject

null true
> 0 and 0 if N

reject

null true
= 0. The

expectations "· · ·# in all these expressions represent ensemble averages over replications of

3 More precisely, the procedure makes the stronger guarantee that "FDR# ! ! · N
null true

/N , where the

right-hand side is always ! !. If the test statistic has a continuous distribution, the first inequality is also
an equality.

In contrast to Bonferroni, which seeks to control the chance of even a 
single false discovery among all the tests performed, the FDR method 
controls the proportion of errors among those tests whose null 
hypotheses were rejected. 
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Select desired limit q on Expectation(FDR)   
• α is not specified: the method selects it

Sort the p-values, p1 ≤ p2 ≤  ... ≤ pN

• Let r be largest j such that

Reject all null hypotheses 
corresponding to p1, ... , pr.

 i.e. Accept as signal
Those r “discoveries” should have q×r false 
discoveries (on average)

Proof this works is not obvious!

If searches are correlated

JRSS-B (1995) 57:289-300

p(i)

i/m
q(i/m)

p-
va

lu
e

0 1

0
1

q ~ .15

Description from Linnemann
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the data. Note that, like any statistical procedure, all these methods control an ensemble
average; they do not guarantee that the realized value is less than ! on any one data
analysis.

The FDR procedure is as follows. We first select an 0 ! ! ! 1. Let P1, . . . , PN denote

the p-values from the N tests, listed from smallest to largest. Let

d = max
!

j : Pj <
j!

cNN

"

,

where cN is a constant defined below. Now reject all hypotheses whose p-values are less
than or equal to Pd. Note that every null hypothesis with Pj less than Pd is rejected even if

Pj is not less than j!/(cNN). Graphically, this procedure corresponds to plotting the Pjs
versus j/n, superimposing the line through the origin of slope !/cN , and finding the last

point at which Pj falls below the line.

When the p-values are based on statistically independent tests, we take cN = 1. If the
tests are dependent, we take

cN =
N

#

i=1

1

i
.

Note that in the dependent case, cN only increases logarithmically with the number of tests.

The fact that this procedure guarantees that (Eqn. 1) holds is not obvious. For the
somewhat technical proof, the reader is referred to Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) and

Benjamini & Yekutieli (1999). We give a heuristic argument for a special case in Appendix
A. We also provide a simple step-by-step tutorial and sample code that may be easily

implemented in Appendix B

4. Simulation Comparison of FDR to Other Methods

Consider a stylized version of the source detection problem with a 1,000 by 1,000 image
where the measurement at each pixel follows a Gaussian distribution. For simplicity, we
assume here that each source is a single pixel and thus the pixels are uncorrelated, though

we return to this issue in Section 5.2. We assume that the distribution for background pixels
has a mean µback = 1000 and a standard deviation "back = 300, and that the distribution

for source pixels has a mean µsource = 2000 and a standard deviation "source = 1000. We
perform a test at each of the N = 1, 000, 000 pixels. We use 960,000 background pixels and

40,000 source pixels. The null hypothesis for pixel i is that it is a background pixel; the
alternative hypothesis for pixel i is that it is a source pixel. The p-value for pixel i is the

– 9 –
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False Discovery Rate
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Weak Boson Fusion H ! !!

  

j
j

H

!
! h

l

MissingET is the dominant experimental issue

Unexpected complications from finely seg-
mented calorimeter and noise suppression

Several GeV of bias in MissingET if one simply
cuts all cells with E < 2"noise

Translates into bias on m!!

Complementarity of h ! !! and H ! !! al-
lows this channel to cover most of the MSSM
Higgs plane.
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Plehn, et. al hep-ph/9911385

August 23, 2005

ALCWS, Snowmass, 2005

Higgs at the LHC & SLHC (page 6) Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Lab

It is common to scan the parameters of a theory to make 
exclusion plots and the like, but ...
‣ grid scans don’t scale to higher dimensions
‣ why equal steps in tanβ?  Why not β, or something else?
‣ there are large regions where phenomenology isn’t changing
‣ the trials factor: more chances for false discovery
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A few groups now using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo techniques to 
explore high-dimensional models (mSUGRA)
‣ conclusions are sensitive to the choice of prior
‣ treat it like a weather forecast
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‣What would you do with a 
likelihood map like this?

‣reduce sensitivity to prior 
with “natural priors” via a 
Hierarchical Bayes model

‣See talks by Lafaye & 
Roszkowski later today!
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Figure 1: The 2-dim relative probability density functions in the planes spanned by the CMSSM
parameters: m1/2, m0, A0 and tan! for µ > 0. The pdf’s are normalized to unity at their peak.
The inner (outer) blue solid contours delimit regions encompassing 68% and 95% of the total
probability, respectively. All other basis parameters, both CMSSM and SM ones, in each plane
have been marginalized over.

blue (dark) solid contours delimit regions of 68% and 95% of the total probability, respec-

tively, and remain well within the assumed priors, except for m0. In all the 2-dim plots,

the MC samples have been divided into 70 ! 70 bins, with a mild smoothing across adja-

cent bins to improve the quality of the presentation (this has not impact on our statistical

conclusions). Jagged contours are a result of a finite resolution of the MC chains.

In the case of µ > 0 (fig. 1) we can see a strong preference for large m0 "> 1 TeV. On

the other hand, the peak of probability for m1/2 is around 0.5 TeV, although the 68% range

of total probability is rather wide, increases with m0 and exceeds 1.5 TeV for m0 # 4 TeV.

Additionally, at smaller m0 "< 1 TeV there are a few confined 68% total probability regions.

The strong preference for large m0 $ m1/2 is primarily the result of the sizable shift

in the SM value of BR(B % Xs"), as can be seen by comparing fig. 1 with fig. 2 in ref. [14]

(or fig. 8 of ref. [15]) where the previous value of BR(B % Xs") has been used. (While

the other CMSSM parameters also experience some shift in their most probable values, it

is not as dramatic as that of m0 towards larger values.) The underlying reason is that,

at fairly small m1/2 the charged Higgs mass remains relatively light, in the few hundred

– 9 –
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generate priors di!erent from our own, and thereby test the degree to which the data

or the analysis is compelling. If the final results are sensitive to changes of prior,
then more data or a better analysis may be called for.

The core idea that we have chosen to encode in (and which therefore defines)

our prior on m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B, and s may be summarised as follows. (1) We
define regions of parameter space where there parameters all have similar orders
of magnitude to be more natural than those where they are vastly di!erent. For

example we regard m0 = 101 eV, M1/2 = 1020 eV as unnatural. In e!ect, we will
use the distance measure between each parameter and a joint ‘supersymmetry scale”

MS to define our prior. (2) We do not wish to impose unity of scales at anything
stronger than the order of magnitude level. (3) We do not wish to presuppose any

particular scale for MS itself – that is for the data to decide.

Putting these three principles together, we first define a measure that would seem
reasonable were the supersymmetry scale of MS to be known. Later we will integrate

out this dependence on MS. To begin with we factorise the prior probability density
for a given SUSY breaking scale MS:

p(m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B, s|MS) = p(m0|MS) p(M1/2|MS) p(A0|MS) (2.5)

p(µ|MS) p(B|MS) p(s),

where we have assumed that the SM experimental inputs do not depend upon MS.
This factorisation of priors could be changed to specialise for particular models of

SUSY breaking. For example, dilaton domination in heterotic string models predicts
m0 = M1/2 = !A0/

"
3. In that case, one would neglect the separate prior factors

for A0, M1/2 and m0 in Eq. 2.5, leaving only one of them. Since it is our intention to

impose unity between m0, M1/2, A0 and MS at the “order of magnitude” level, we
take a prior probability density

p(m0|MS) =
1"

2!w2m0

exp

!

!
1

2w2
log2(

m0

MS
)

"

. (2.6)

The normalising factor in front of the exponential ensures that
#

!

0
dm0 p(m0|MS) =

1. w specifies the width of the logarithmic exponential, Eq. 2.6 implies that m0 is

within a factor ew of MS at the “1" level” (i.e. with probability 68%). We take
analogous forms for p(M1/2|MS) and p(µ |MS), by replacing m0 in Eq. 2.6 with M1/2

and |µ| respectively. Note in particular that our prior p(µ|MS) favours superpotential
parameter µ to be within an order of magnitude of MS and thus also within an order
of magnitude of the soft breaking parameters. This should be required by whichever

model is responsible for solving the µ problem of the MSSM, for example the Giudice-
Masiero mechanism [18]. A0 and B are allowed to have positive or negative signs

and values may pass through zero, so we chose a di!erent form to Eq. 2.6 for their
prior. However, we still expect that their order of magnitude isn’t much greater than
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MS and the prior probability density

p(A0|MS) =
1!

2!e2wMS

exp

!

"
1

2(e2w)

A2
0

M2
S

"

, (2.7)

ensures that |A0| < ewMS at the 1" level. The prior probability density of B is given

by Eq. 2.7 with A0 # B. We don’t know MS a priori, so we marginalise over it:

p(m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B) =

#

!

0

dMS p(m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B|MS) p(MS) (2.8)

=
1

(2!)5/2w5m0|µ|M1/2

#

!

0

dMS

M2
S

exp

$

"
1

2w2

!

log2(
m0

MS
) + log2(

|µ|
MS

)+

log2(
M1/2

MS
) +

w2A2
0

e2wM2
S

+
w2B2

M2
Se2w

"%

p(MS)

and p(MS) is a prior for MS itself, which we take to be p(MS) = 1/MS, i.e. flat in
the logarithm of MS. The marginalisation over MS amounts to a marginalisation

over a family of prior distributions, and as such constitutes a hierarchical Bayesian
approach [19]. The integration over several distributions is equivalent to adding

smearing due to our uncertainty in the form of the prior. As far as we are aware,
the present paper is the first example of the use of hierarchical Bayesian techniques

in particle physics. In general, we could also have marginalised over the hyper-
parameter w, for example using a Gaussian centred on 1, but we find it useful below
to examine sensitivity of the posterior probability distribution to w. We therefore

leave it as an input parameter for the prior distribution. We evaluate the integral in
Eq. 2.8 numerically using an integrator that does not evaluate the integrand at the

endpoints, where it is not finite. We have checked that the integral is not sensitive
to the endpoints chosen: the change induced by changing the integration range to

[10 GeV, 1016] GeV is negligible. We refer to Eq. 2.8 as the “same order” prior. To
summarise, the posterior probability density function is given by

p(m0, M1/2, A0, tan#, s|data) $
&

p(data|m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B, s) % (2.9)

r(B, µ, tan#) p(s) p(m0, M1/2, A0, µ, B)
'

MZ=Mcen
Z

,

where we have written [. . .]MZ=Mcen
Z

on the right hand side of above relation, implying
that µ and B are eliminated in favour of tan# and M cen

Z by Eqs. 1.3, 1.4.

We may view the prior factors in Eq. 2.9 to be inverse fine-tuning parameters:
where the fine-tuning is high, the priors are small. It is interesting to note that a
cancellation of order & 1/ tan# is known to be required in order to achieve high values

of tan# [25]. This appears in our Bayesian prior as a result of transforming from the
fundamental Higgs potential parameters µ, B to tan # and the empirically preferred

value of MZ . We display the various prior factors in Fig. 1 as a function of m0 for
all other parameters at the SPS1a CMSSM point [20]: M1/2 = 250 GeV, A0 = 100

– 7 –

which provides an estimated upper bound on how much the variance in parameters

could be decreased by running for more steps in the chains. Thus, values close to 1
show convergence of the chains. In previous publications, we considered R̂ < 1.05 to

indicate convergence of the chains for every input parameter. We have checked that
this is easily satisfied for all of our results.

We compare the case of flat tan ! priors to the new prior in Fig. 3. The posterior

pdf has been marginalised down to the M1/2!m0 plane and binned into 75"75 bins,
as with all two-dimensional distributions in the present paper. Both signs of µ have

been marginalised over, again like all following figures in this paper unless explicitly
mentioned. The bins are normalised with respect to the bin with maximum posterior.
We identify the usual CMSSM regions of good-fit in Fig. 3a. The maximum at the
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Figure 3: CMSSM fits marginalised in the unseen dimensions for (a,c) flat tan ! priors,

(b,d) the REWSB+same order prior with w = 1. Contours showing the 68% and 95%

regions are shown in each case. The posterior probability in each bin, normalised to the

probability of the maximum bin, is displayed by reference to the colour bar on the right

hand side of each plot.

lowest value of m0 corresponds to the stau co-annihilation region [48], where "̃1 and
#0

1 are quasi-mass degenerate and e!ciently annihilate in the early universe. This

– 12 –

Flat Priors Hierarchical “REWSB” priors

Allanach, Lester, Weber, (Cranmer?) [arXiv:0705.0487] 
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A Tale of Two Maps

There is a fundamental difference between space of 
parameters and space of observables
‣ the space of observables have a metric & a 
probability measure
‣ the space of parameters does not have a probability 
measure unless you add it in the form of a prior
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Information Geometry

Amari considered the Fisher Information Matrix gij as a metric on a

Manifold M parametrized by !:

gij(!) =

!

dxf!(x)

"

" log f!(x)

"!i

# "

" log f!(x)

"!j

#

Example:
Consider Gaussians G(x; µ,!) as a 2-d Manifold
parametrized by " = (µ,!)

the geometry is isotropic and negatively curved

Natural Learning Rules correspond to geodesics

on the Manifold M .

Can lead to exponentially faster rates of convergence!

April 11, 2005

EFI High Energy Physics Seminar

Modern Data Analysis Techniques

for High Energy Physics (page 46)

Kyle Cranmer

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Information Geometry (Amari) equips model space with a 
“natural” metric.  
‣ invariant to reparametrization of observables
‣covariant to reparametrization of theory

Consider a Gaussian model with observable x 
and parameters µ,σ:
‣ forms 2-d model space
‣geometry is constant negative curvature
‣geometry provides geodesics, efficient 
sampling techniques, faster convergence, etc.
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VOLUhIE 35.Nti MBER 22 PHYSICAL REV IEIX’ LETTERS I DECE>IBER 1975

Evidence for Anomalous Lepton Production ine+-e- Annihilation*

M. L. Perl, G. S. Abrams, A. M. Boyarski, M. Breidenbach, D, D. Briggs, F. Bulos, W. Chinowsky,

J. T. Dakin, t G. J. Feldman, C. E. Friedberg, D. Fryberger, G. Goldhaber, G. Hanson,
F. B. Heile, B. Jean-Marie, J. A. Kadyk, R. R. Larsen, A. M. Litke, D. Lfie, $

B. A. Lulu, V. Ltith, D. Lyon, C. C. Morehouse, J. M. Paterson,
F. M. Pierre, $ T. P. Pun, P. A. Rapidis, B, Richter,

B. Sadoulet, R. F. Schwitters, W. Tanenbaum,

G. H. Trilling, F. Varmucci,ll J. S. Whitaker,

F. C. Winkelmann, and J. E. WISS

hwvmce Bevkeley bbo.atory and Depatiment of Physks, Un<vemityof &lifomti,” Berkeley, Califomti 94720,

and Stbnford Linear Acceluatov Cater, Stanford Uniuemity, Stanfwd, California 94305

(Receiv~ 18 August 1975)

We have found events of the form e++e-- e’ +p’+missiW ener~, h which no other

charged pafiicles or photons are detectd. Most of these events are detectd at or above

a center-of-mass energy of 4 GeV. The missing-energy md missing-momentum spectra

rquire that at least two additional patiicles be producti in each event. We have no con-

ventionti mplanation for these svents.

Figure5. Title, byline, andabstract of the fustpaper(Ref 12).

TABLE I. Distribution of 513 We-prong events, ob-

tained at Ec.m. =4.8 GeV, which meet the criteria 1511

>0 .65 GeV/c, I&l >0.65 GeV/c, md OCOPI>20°. Events

are classified accordtig m tie number NY of pho~ns

detected, the total charge, md the nature of the parti-

cles. All particles not identified as e or P are called

h for hadron.

o 1 >1 0 1 >]

P3rticles ‘rotal charge = O Total charge = *2

e-e 40 111 55 01 0

e -p 24 9 3 00 3

P -P 16 15 6 00 ,0

e-h 20 21 32 ~ 3 3

p-~1 17 14 31 40 5

h-h 14 10 30 10 4 6
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Figure 7. The Mark I detector prior to summer 1974.

Figure. 6. A table from the first paper (Ref. 12).
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Topological distributions of charged and neutral hadrons from the reaction e ÷ e- ~ multihadrons are studied at x/s  of 

about 30 GeV. An excess of planar events is observed at a rate which cannot be explained by statistical fluctuations in the 

standard two-jet process. The planar events, mostly consisting of a slim jet on one side and a broader jet on the other, are 

shown actually to possess three-jet structure by demonstrating that the broader jet itself consists of two collinear jets in its 

own rest system. Detailed agreement between data and predictions is obtained if the process e+e-~ qqg is taken into account. 

This strongly suggests gluon bremsstrahlung as the origin of the planar three-jet events. By comparison of the data with the 

q~g-model we obtain a value for the strong coupling constant of ~s(q 2) = 0.17 _+ 0.04. 

I Present address: Siemens AG, Miinchen, Germany. 

2 Present address: Purdue University, Indianapolis, IN, USA. 
3 Present address: Cosmic Ray Laboratory, University of 

Tokyo, Japan. 
4 Partly supported by the Yamada Science Foundation. 
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We report the results of a search for single isolated electrons of high transverse momentum at the ('I-RN ~p collider. 
Above 15 GeV/e, four events are found having large missing transverse energy along a direction opposite in azimuth to that 
of the high-p- l- electron. Both the configuration of the events and their number are consistent with the expectations from 
the process~+p ,W" +anything, withW - .e+v,  whereW' is the charged Intermediate Vector Boson postulated by the 

unified electroweak theory. 

1. I n t n ) d u c t i o n .  The very successful operation of 

the CERN ~p Collider at the end of  1982, with peak 

luminosities of  ~ 5  X 1028 cm -2  s - l  , has allowed the 

UA2 experiment to collect data corresponding to a 

total integrated luminosity of  ~ 2 0  nb 1. According 

to current expectations [1 ], these data should contain 

t Gruppo INI.N del l)ipartimento di Fisica dell'Universit:i di 

Perugia, Italy. 
2 Also at Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa. It:,ly. 
3 On leave from Department of Physics, University of Califor- 

nia, Berkeley, CA, USA. 

approximately four events of  tile type 

+ p --+ W'  + anything 
r 

I ~ e + + u ( ~ ) ,  (1) 

where W" is the charged Intermediate Vector Boson 

(IVB) which mediates the weak interaction between 

charged currents [2]. In fact it was the search for such 

particles, and for the neutral IVB. the Z O, that moti- 

vated the transformation of  the CERN Super Proton 

Synchrotron (SPS) into a ~p collider operating at a 
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We report the results of two searches made on data recorded at the CERN SPS Proton-Antiproton Collider: one for 
isolated large-E T electrons, the other for large-E T neutrinos using the technique of missing transverse energy. Both searches 
converge to the same events, which have the signature of a two-body decay of a particle of mass ~ 80 GeV/c 2 . The topology 
as well as the number of events fits well the hypothesis that they are produced by the process ~ + p ~ W e + X, with W e 
-~ e -+ + v; where W e is the Intermediate Vector Boson postulated by the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic inter- 
actions. 

1 University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl, USA. 
2 NIKHEF, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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We report the observation of four electron-positron pairs and one muon pair which have the signature of a two-body 
decay of a particle of mass ~95 GeV/c 2. These events fit well the hypothesis that they are produced by the process p + p 

Z ° + X (with Z ° ~ ~+ + Q-), where Z ° is the Intermediate Vector Boson postulated by the electroweak theories as the 
mediator of weak neutral currents. 

1 University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA. 
2 University of Kiel, Fed. Rep. Germany. 

3 NIKHEF, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
4 Visitor from the University of Liverpool, England. 
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From a search for electron pairs produced in ~p collisions at x/7 = 550 GeV we report the observation of eight events which 

we interpret as resulting from the process ~ + p ~ Z 0 + anything, followed by the decay Z 0 ~ e + + e- or Z ° -~ e + + e- + T, 
where Z 0 is the neutral Intermediate Vector Boson postulated by the unified electroweak theory. We use four of these 

events to measure the Z ° mass 

M z = 91.9 + 1.3 +- 1.4 (systematic) GeV/c z. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n .  The primary goal o f  the experi- 

mental  program at the CERN Fp Collider has been to 

search for the massive Intermediate  Vector  Bosons 

(IVB), which are postulated to mediate  the electro- 

weak interact ion [ 1 ]. 

i Gruppo INFN del Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universitfi di 
Perugia, Italy. 

2 Also at Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italy. 
3 On leave from INFN, Pavia, Italy. 
4 On leave from Department of Physics, University of Calit'ornia, 

Berkeley, CA, USA. 
s On leave from Institute of Physics, University of Warsaw, 

Poland. 

The recent observat ion of  single isolated electrons 

with high transverse m o m e n t u m  in events with missing 

transverse energy [2,31 is consistent  with the process 

+ p ~ W e + anything,  fol lowed by lhe decay W'  --+ 

e + + u(u-), where W is the charged IVB. 

We report here the observat ion in tire UA2 detector  

o f  eight events which we interpret in terms of  the 

reaction 

+ p ~ Z 0 + anything 

~ + e + + e  o r e + + e  + 'y ,  ( I )  

130 0 .031-9163 /83 /0000  0000/$  03.00 © 1983 North-Hol land 
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Observation of the Higgs Boson at 125 GeV

the ATLAS Collaboration

Excess in opposite-flavor, opposite-charge leptons 
associated with large missing transverse energy

the CMS Collaboration

- or -
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EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP/2000-138
November 13, 2000

Observation of an Excess in the Search

for the Standard Model Higgs Boson at ALEPH

The ALEPH Collaboration !)

Abstract

A search has been performed for the Standard Model Higgs boson in the data sample
collected with the ALEPH detector at LEP, at centre-of-mass energies up to 209 GeV. An
excess of 3! beyond the background expectation is found, consistent with the production
of the Higgs boson with a mass near 114 GeV/c2. Much of this excess is seen in the
four-jet analyses, where three high purity events are selected.

(Submitted to Physics Letters B)

!) See next pages for the list of authors.

Observation of the Higgs Boson at 125 GeV

the ATLAS Collaboration

Excess in opposite-flavor, opposite-charge leptons 
associated with large missing transverse energy

the CMS Collaboration

- or -
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Model Independent Results

62

For many experimentalists, our goal is to provide results that 
are as independent of theoretical prejudice as possible, and to 
leave the interpretation to a later stage.

Often, when several theories share a common signature, there 
exists a parametrized model for some relevant observables or 
some effective theory that can encompass several specific 
theories
‣ when these theory-relevant & theory-neutral 
representations are known, it is common to publish 
exclusion contours of these parameters

An improvement for the interpretation stage would be to 
publish the likelihood function for these (possibly several) 
parameters
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MARMOSET

63

MARMOSET is a new tool aimed to aid in the interpretation of a 
signal: toolkit to build on on-shell effective theories

MARMOSET is somewhat controversial due to the simplifications 
it makes compared to the more detailed theoretical calculations 
we have for specific theories, but in some cases the OSET can 
provide a theory-relevant & theory-neutral summary of the 
observed signal

if so, publish likelihood contours of OSET’s parameters
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Examples of Published Likelihoods

You can find examples of 
published likelihoods in 1D

In 2-D you  just get the contours

64

Surely we can do better!

At previous PhyStats, we agreed to publish likelihood functions
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You can find examples of 
published likelihoods in 1D
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Surely we can do better!

At previous PhyStats, we agreed to publish likelihood functions
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Example of Digital Publishing 

Wouter recently demonstrated the 
ability to save the function 
in a Root file with minimal data 
necessary to reproduce likelihood 
function.
Can also evaluate integrals over x 
necessary for Neyman construction!
Need this for combinations, we should 
publish them to some repository!

L(x|!r, !s)
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Conclusions
It is a very exciting time for High Energy Physics with the LHC 
startup eminent.  
‣ The enormous investment in the LHC should make us take 
very seriously our analysis of the data.  

‣ It is not only an opportunity to understand nature, but also to 
progress as a field of science.

Studies of well-defined signals like the Higgs show that a proper 
treatment of systematic uncertainties is crucial.
‣ We seem to be maturing in this area fairly quickly

Multivariate analysis is ubiquitous, but popular methods are 
often not developed with our problems in mind.
Searches for physics beyond the standard model are challenging 
because the signal is vaguely defined and the possibilities are 
innumerable

New technologies allow powerful new ways to publish our results
66
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Backup
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One take on “Why 5σ?”: Utility Theory
Instead of arguing about convention, 
derive threshold from utility theory:
‣ assumptions of game theory not 
appropriate

‣ let size of the test for discovery be α and for limit setting be α’

68

157

would often commit a Type I error – and no one would trust our results. So let us consider arbitrary

(positive) utility for discovery or limit setting and (negative) utility for committing a Type I or Type

II error. Additionally, we could generalize the accept/exclude logic so that the a the size of the test

for discovery is ! and for limit setting is !!. In that case there is a possibility that we neither

claim discovery nor do we exclude the alternate hypothesis. The lack of a result also has some

(negative?) utility. Given that notion of utility we can write:

U(H0) = (1 ! !!) · U(Type I) + " ! · U(Limit) + (" ! " !) · U(No Result) (A.18)

and

U(H1) = (1 ! ") · U(Discovery) + " ! · U(Type II) + (" ! " !) · U(No Result). (A.19)

One must be careful at this stage. It is quite tempting to add these two utility functions since

only one hypothesis can be true. In a Bayesian setting one could introduce p(H1) and p(H0) and

construct an ultimate U = p(H0)U(H0) + p(H1)U(H1), but that is not allowed in a frequentist

formalism.

Instead we have something more akin to game theory. We must choose a strategy (i.e. a

discovery threshold in #) for which we know the payoff under two of our opponents plays. What is

unusual, is that our opponent is Nature, and we do not consider her to be diabolical. The minimax

theorems of game theory only enter if the opponent is also aware of the payoff table and attempts

to maximize his/her payoff. Games of this type are called, appropriately, games against Nature.

There is no equivalent to the minimax condition that is not in some way ad hoc or Bayesian.

Nonetheless, we can say something about the particular case of particle physics.

Let us consider an example of a number counting experiment with 100 expected background

events and 60 expected signal events. Traditionally, one would say that this experiment has an

expected significance of s/
"

b = 6#. For clarity we consider ! = !! (which implies " = " !).

For the purpose of making figures, we arbitrarily choose U(Discovery) = 12, U(Limit) = 2,

U(Type I) = !8, and U(Type II) = !17. The units of the utility are arbitrary, but they could be,

for example, next year’s funding for particle physics, the number of faculty appointments, or the
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Figure A.5 Utility as a function of the discovery threshold for a channel with an expected 6!
significance when the utility for a Type I error is -17 (top) and !105 (bottom).
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contribution to the gross national product from technology transfer. Instead, it is the ratios of these

numbers that drives the strategy.

In Figure A.5 shows the Utility as a function of the discovery threshold in !. In the top plot, one

can see that beyond about 2! that U(H0) approaches U(Limit) because the chance of committing

a Type I error is quite small and the chance of setting a limit is quite large. Similarly, discovery is

nearly assured (the power is high) until about 4!. Both curves have a sigmoidal shape, which can

be characterized by their lower and upper plateaus.

Let us define the plateau points to be the discovery threshold that gives a utility 1 ! " of its

asymptotic value. Via Equation A.18 we arrive at the condition

#+ = "

!
1 ! U(Type I)

U(Limit)

"!1

. (A.20)

If the penalty for claiming false discovery was much larger, say U(Type I) = !105, then the curve

would look like the bottom of Figure A.5. Rewriting Equation A.20 we arrive at

1 ! "

#+
=

U(Type I)

U(Limit)
. (A.21)

Ideally, the field would establish these utilities instead of working with the purely conventional 5!

requirement. Since that is not the case, it is reasonable to ask “what is this ratio of utilities which

justifies a 5! discovery threshold?” If we take " = 1% and # = 10!7, then |U(Type I)/U(Limit)| >

105. Perhaps this ratio is reasonable, perhaps not, but it is the ratio under which we operate today.

From Equation A.19 we can derive the plateau points for the alternate hypothesis.

(1 ! $+) = "

!
1 ! U(Discovery)

U(Type II)

"!1

(A.22)

and

$! = "

!
1 ! U(Type II)

U(Discovery)

"!1

(A.23)

As mentioned above, there is no equivalent to the minimax theorem for games against nature;

however, there are some special cases in this context.

In the first case, corresponding to the top of Figure A.5, is when #+ < $!. In that case and only

that case do the utility for both hypotheses reach their positive plateaus simultaneously. Essentially

any discovery threshold in the range between #+ and $! is equivalent in terms of utility.
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and
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As mentioned above, there is no equivalent to the minimax theorem for games against nature;

however, there are some special cases in this context.

In the first case, corresponding to the top of Figure A.5, is when #+ < $!. In that case and only

that case do the utility for both hypotheses reach their positive plateaus simultaneously. Essentially

any discovery threshold in the range between #+ and $! is equivalent in terms of utility.

With a prior on H0/H1 one can use a richer 
decision theory.  But in a frequentist way, 
one obtains:

(taken from my thesis)


